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Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary 
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission 
Commonwealth Keystone Building 
400 North Street, 2nt) Floor 
P.O. Box 3265 
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265

Re: Comments on Rulemaking for Title 52 of the Pennsylvania Code Pertaining to Regulation of 
Motor Carriers of Passengers and Property; L-2017-2604692

Dear Secretary Chiavetta:

You will find, hand delivered by me, today, a printed copy of Comments, exhibits and current events 
that pertain to the very important changes coning to Pennsylvania that will affect taxpayers, motorists 
the riding public and professional and amateur chauffeursldrlvers. This file was unable to be e-flled due 
to the pdf files being too large for my editor and unacceptable in additional filings.

Please contact me if you have any questions or need any additional information.

Veteran Taxi Driver



Before The
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

In Re: Public Comments Docket No. L-2017-2604692

Comments & Discussion

I wish to thank the PUC and if s commissioners for the opportunity for me to present some facts and ideas that 
have been gleaned from my life-long career as a cab driver, owner and inspection mechanic. I'm hoping that the 
hundreds of hours I have spent researching the topics to support my arguments won't go wasted. I don't think they 
will and here's why.

The PUC allowed TNC's to operate via an experimental authority due to severe pressure from soft money, lobbyists 
and the desire for millions of dollars to be pumped into the City of Pittsburgh. This pressure forced the Commission 
to succumb to a known bad operator, even though the CALI'S rejected the notion of TNC's without proper regulations#

While the OALJ's and A lone commissions expressed his dissent in the matter, the political and financial pressure 
forced the temporary experimental TNC authority into existence. At this point the PUC had (2) years to come up with 
a way to deal with the pending permanent authority. From ail signs available, and from the pleadings of Uber itself, it 
was apparent that the Permanent Authority would NOT be granted, and again, Uber’s money machine went to work 
and made it rain ail over the 'burg's and Philly.

Then comes the passing of a ridiculous "piece" of legislation... called Act 164.1 think the legislators allowed Uber to 
write the rules themselves. This Act is an egregious, harmfuJ and specious document full of "doublespeak" and artfully 
written to obfuscate the truth about an industry that believes the tail tales it spins about what it does, whom it serves 
and how it "benefits" the public.

My purpose in this collection of comments is to give The Commission and the ALJ's their "teeth" back. The law provides 
for the Commission and the ALJ's to have jurisdiction and control over it licensees and those granted the rights, or 
franchise, to operate in our state.

I would like to remind everyone who reads this document that Pennsylvania's constitution was mirrored and morphed 
Into the U S.Constiiution. Once our great state lead the nation in showing what a Commonwealth was, now we lead 
in showing how big business, money and political influence can be bartered against our citizen's quality of life. (Kids tor 
Cash, anyone?) The opportunity exists, here, and in the body and Inferences of my comments for the PUC to copy and 
emulate a system of regulation teat is far more fair and much less influenced by the contaminated money pilfered from 
legitimate enterprises and spread around like candy to any politician with a sweet tooth.

The PUC requests that we Commentators use legal language and wording to define what we believe the regulations 
should state. I respectfully submit the following- in partial fonm-

NYC TLC regulations, chapters) 55 and 59, free of charge, fromwdbsitewww.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/rules/rules.shtml

Copying these regulations word for word would significantly enhance the quality of service rendered by carriers of 
passengers in Pennsylvania. These rules provide for regulation at the expense of the industry instead of the taxpayer. 
These regulations are tried and true, and only slightly corrupted to allow TNC's to exist- in an almost fair and level 
playing field. Ail drivers must prove themselves via testing (knowledge and substances) not the system here where its 
ok to hire criminals as long as the company is "ok" with it. PUC needs to license drivers and vehicles to provide for 
safe, quality service.



The INC industry has lied to the PUC, It's drivers, ifs customers, the taxpayers and the legislators. The industry 
would, if called out as ,’liars,, would conjure up wording like "WeVe sorry, we misspoke the truth".

The PUC needs to protect the riding public, the franchisees (drivers) from the TNC’s and ifs own ability to regulate 
by implementing changes to Act 164. If it does not, transportation, where it is needed most (rural PA) will fail, and 
show ftat the TNC’s will take people to rural areas from urban areas and leave them stranded. Cab companies are 
struggling to survive and many are failing, for many reasons' mainly that their drivers aren’t able to earn enough to 
continue working in the industry due to unfair and uneven competitioa

The flexible tariff provision' what carrier has it? I requested it was told the PUC has not adopted the regulations yet.
I spent (2) months creating tariffs that were not allowed. The compliance people thought I was a moron because I 
kept submitting avant-garde concepts they weren't allowed to accept My tarfff(s) ? Created to LOWER price when 
there is LOWER demand. Creating a lower cost opportunity for customers to book time calls, and save money during 
off peak times.

The flexible tariff suggested by PUC is to allow tor higher prices during peak times, sure the TNC's model and it's 
masters are perfectly fine with cabbies raising prices during demand- it will further destroy their businesses (market 
share tor cabs would plummet further with higher ftan current price models, at least in NEPA area)

l learned 30 years ago, from a professional dispatcher, that there is a "Go price, and a NO price". This was in NY, 
specifically Long Island, and Cab drivers and dispatchers had the latitude of charging less on out of town trips If 
both the driver and the office (company agreed). Right now, I earn most of my living taking people out of state for 
reasonable rates. Due to my geographical location (40 minutes from NY border North and 1 hour from NJ/NY border 
West,) people and even other cab companies call us to do these Jobs. Until my flexible tariff is approved, I am forced 
charge the "NO" price and reject customers, whom end up riding with a TNC or getting a hotel and taking a bus.

Unlike Mr. Kalanlck whom brazenty stated that he "won't ask for permission" I am patiently waiting and losing fares 
to him. Intrastate fares are forced to pay meter prices, and meter prices are too expensive for long trips, the meter 
fares are designed for local and short distance fares, to cover the higher operating expenses per mile of short hauls 
and the extra time it takes to navigate cross-town. PA is chock full of highways, why should a 2.2 hour round trip 
to Allentown from Scranton cost $220*7 Because that's what the meter will say. The same ride to Binghamton can 
be done for $i60-$200 negotiated by driver, office and customer. Flexible tariff, fine- how about allowing cabs the 
latitude to charge whatever they like as long as Ifs less than the meter on intrastate distance trips beyond one’s 
"defined" territory.

You will find two sets of comments here, (1) for the actual list from L-2017-2604692 and the other from excerpts 
from Act 164. Beyond these (2) sets of comments, there are several "exhibits". One is a recent act "1620" 
known as the fair franchise act of PA which Act 164 violates, and others are current events of the behavior of 
TNC's in PA and elsewhere. The Use of Greybal! In Philad^phia and the rest of the State is quite alarming, and 
makes one wonder if the TNCs always misrepresent their vehicles and locations to their own drivers and passengei

I am always available via e

(&=>

ROBERT ELY 
poconomls@gmail.com

[o discuss thoughts on any of the matters contained herein.



EXCERPTS FROM ACT 164 2016 

Definitions:

1. "Digital network." An online-enabled application, software, website or system offered or 
utilized by a transportation network company that enables the prearrangement of rides 
with transportation network company drivers.

2. "Dynamic pricing." A transportation network company's practice of adjusting the 
calculation used to determine fares at certain times and locations in response to the 
supply of transportation network company drivers and the demand for transportation 
network company drivers' services

Comment: Formerly known as “surge” pricing, this form of price gouging also 
allows the TNC to collect many multiples of a base fare, for itself, while its cost 
of doing business has not gone up one penny. PUC tariff regulations, in the past 
required a carrier to justify raising prices based upon operating revenue. ALL 
Carriers would have more access to drivers if they could raise prices at will. 
Allowing TNC's to continue to do this is disgraceful, abusive and unfair. Why 
should any Public Utility be able to increase THEIR net profit by 600-700% due 
to demand, whether actual or artificially manufactured.

Furthermore, the TNC tariffs need to have a specific base fare, defined in real 
numbers- $ per mile, $ per minute, $ per pick up, $ per person, and as they do not 
own the vehicles or pay for maintenance or insurance, they should actually only 
be allowed to charge a nominal fee for providing the “connection” of driver and 
passenger, and possibly a set percentage of the fare charged for credit card 
processing.

3. "License." Proof of the authority's approval authorizing a transportation network 
company to operate a transportation network company in accordance with this chapter. 
The term does not include a certificate of public convenience as described under section 
5741 (relating to certificate of public convenience required).

Comment: The TNCs should be licensed as opposed to operating under a 
certificate of public convenience- Any carrier that can refuse to serve the public 
for any reason would lose it's certificate for violating the regulations requiring 
them to pick up passengers except under certain conditions. I laud the PUC for 
seeing this difference. They do not provide 100% service 100% of the time.

4. "Personal vehicle." As follows:

(1) A vehicle that is used by a transportation network company driver and is 
owned, leased or otherwise authorized for use by the transportation network company 
driver.

COMMENT: These terms are way too broad. Strike “otherwise” or define it to protect 
parents of college students that bought, co-signed or otherwise provided their children a car to use 
for transportation of themselves, not the riding public via a TNC. This wording is so vague as to



allow the engineer operating an experimental “drone” vehicle to be “authorized for use” as a TNC 
and surely this is not the intention of the regulation.

(2) The term does not include:

(i) a call or demand service or limousine service as defined under section 5701 
(relating to definitions);

(ii) a paratransit service regulated by the Pennsylvania Public Utility 
Commission under 52 Pa. Code §§ 29.353 (relating to method of operation in 
paratransit service), 29.354 (relating to vehicle and equipment requirements: 
paratransit service) and 29.355 (relating to tariff requirements); or

(iii) a vehicle operated under a ridesharing arrangement or by a ridesharing 
operator as defined under the act of December 14,1982 (P.L.1211, No.279), entitled 
"An act providing for ridesharing arrangements and providing that certain laws shall 
be inapplicable to ridesharing arrangements."

_ (3) A vehicle operated in a shared-expense arrangement where an individual
receives reimbursement that does not exceed the actual costs incurred while providing, 
transportation.

Comment: Current Base fares of $1.05 per mile by TNC's equate to $.79 per loaded mile. 
When adding the “dead-head” or unloaded miles, generally, this equates to .40 per mile, per mile 
driven (or even less in many cases) as the IRS allows $.56 cents per mile driven in business use, 
and explained in detail in “STRIDE” addendum/exhibits enclosed, almost all TNC drivers have a 
zero or near zero income tax liability, and as passengers are sharing expenses of operation (paying 
the secondary, now “primary” insurance coverage via “SAFE RIDES” fees) these TNC drivers 
are technically operating in a shared-expense arrangement that does not exceed actual costs.

This creates an unlawful operating procedure, and it creates a destructive competitor to Carriers 
that DO offer full time- full service fixed rate (meter or other method of calculation) service.

As suggested in above comments, a set base per-mile and a set fee for TNCs for processing and 
providing the connection(s) between driver and passenger will allow TNC driver to earn money. 
Any driver that provides his time, vehicle and ancillary equipment needs to earn a living for 
doing this- not show a zero-profit to the IRS. TNC’s are far from being charity organizations.

This situation, which again, continues needs to be remedied as it violates the Fair Franchise Act 
PA House Bill 1620 (enclosed). The Fair Franchise Act prohibits Franchisors (In this case TNC 
companies) from taking advantage of Franchisees (TNC drivers). For what else is a license or 
Authority issued by the PUC? It is the exact definition of a Franchise, and Uber has stated over 
and over it is a technology company, not a transportation provider- this shows that the former 
temporary experimental authority and now license are the franchise that allows these types of 
companies to operate. TNC’s are nothing more than electronic dispatch systems that ship 
customer requests to franchisees.

5. ’’Prearranged ride.” The provision of transportation by a transportation network
company driver to a passenger, originating in a city and beginning when a transportation 
network company driver accepts a ride requested by a passenger through a digital 
network, continuing while the driver transports the passenger and ending when the last 
passenger departs from the personal vehicle. For purposes of this chapter, a prearranged 
ride does not include:



(1) transportation provided using a call or demand service or limousine service as 
defined under section 5701 (relating to definitions);

(2) paratransit service regulated by the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission 
under 52 Pa. Code §§ 29.353 (relating to method of operation in paratransit service), 29.354 
(relating to vehicle and equipment requirements: paratransit service) and 29.355 (relating 
to tariff requirements);

(3) a driver operating under ridesharing arrangement or ridesharing operator as 
defined under the act of December 14,1982 (P.L.1211, No.279), entitled "An act providing 
for ridesharing arrangements and providing that certain laws shall be inapplicable to 
ridesharing arrangements"; or

(4) a shared-expense arrangement where an individual receives reimbursement 
that does not exceed the actual costs incurred while providing transportation.

Comment: TNC's are e-hail businesses. They clog up and sit wherever the action is and 
have been such a problem, that concert venues, casinos and public gathering places make 
provisions for them to wait in designated areas until they get a fare. Having a line of uber or 
lyft drivers sitting and waiting in a "taxi stand or taxi line" certainly proves that rides are 
NOT pre-arranged. The misuse of the term prearranged here is horrible. Prearranged is an 
appointment or "time-call". TNC's do not offer this, as they don't always have drivers and 
few people would book transportation in advance without knowing a concrete price.

The prearrangement is the use of an electronic device instead of lifting one's arm to flag a 
cab. (or calling). This terminology should be stricken and replaced with e-hailing for on 
demand service. The passengers are requesting immediate service, not an appointment for 
the next day or the next week, or even a pick up at the same time every day to go to work.

6. "Transportation network company" or "TNC." A person or entity that obtains a license 
to operate a transportation network service by the authority and uses a digital network 
to facilitate prearranged rides.

"Transportation network company driver" or "driver." An individual who:

(1) Receives connections to potential passengers and related services from a 
transportation network company, in exchange for payment of a fee to the transportation; 
network company.

(2) Uses a personal vehicle to offer or provide a prearranged ride to passengers upon 
connection through a digital network controlled by a transportation network company in 
return for compensation or payment of a fee.

The term shall not include an individual who receives reimbursement that does not exceed the 
actual costs incurred while providing transportation.1

Comment:

The definition of TNC, the misuse and redefinition or prearranged and blending of (1) and
(2) above to obfuscate the fact that TNC's set the rates, define and change "compensation" to 
franchisees (I mean "drivers") AT WILL, and control all of the money creates that "Bad 
Franchisor" relationship which HB 1620 tries to prevent. TNC's as this bill and current and



former license/authorities are concemed-violate state law by creating an unlawful franchise 
system without franchisee protection.

7. § 57A02. License required.

(a) General rule.—No person shall engage in the business of a transportation network 
company without a license issued by the authority under this chapter.

(b) Personal vehicle prohibited.—No personal vehicle shall be used to provide 
transportation network service in the city except by a driver affiliated with a transportation 
network company licensed by the authority under this chapter.

(c) Exception.—A personal vehicle operated by a driver affiliated with a company operating 
in this Commonwealth pursuant to a license issued by the Public Utility Commission or with a 
company that authorizes drivers to operate in any other municipality, state or other political 
subdivision may come into the city to discharge passengers whose trip originated outside of the 
city.

(d) Regulatory jurisdiction.—The authority shall have exclusive regulatory jurisdiction 
over transportation network service originating in the city and may adopt rules and regulations 
as authorized under section 57A21(c) (relating to enforcement and rules and regulations). The 
authority is empowered to issue, suspend, cancel or revoke transportation network company 
licenses or issue an order requiring disqualification of a driver in accordance with section 57A19 
(relating to penalties). The authority shall be authorized to inspect, audit and investigate any 
records of the transportation network company as necessary to ensure compliance with this 
chapter in accordance with section 57A18 (relating to records and reports). Information 
disclosed to the authority under this chapter shall be exempt from disclosure to a third person,^ 
including through a request submitted under the act of February 14,2008 (P.L.6, No.3), known 
as the Right-to-Knqw Law.

Comment:
Information disclosed to the Governmental Regulatory Bodies, such as PPA and PUC is no 

proprietary matter, and 3rd parties, like the IRS and other national governmental regulatory agencies 
need this information (see attached “greyball” article) and an obstruction of justice should never be 
part of PUC or state law.

§ 57A04. Qualifications for licensure]

(c) CompHance.-Following issuance of an initial license and to be eligible for renewal of
a license, an applicant shall be in compliance with all applicable Federal, State and local laws.

Comment:
As stated above- the state HB 1620 “Fair Franchise Act” is being violated on many levels, especially 
in Philadephia, where TNC drivers, specifically Uber Drivers are being enticed to buy or lease 
vehicles through Uber owned companies (franchisor). These leases or purchases of equipment to drive 
or operate as a TNC are offerings of prospectus, specifically “red herring” offers and as such entice 
the unemployed, underemployed and even people that never owned a vehicle the “opportunity” to 
lease one (through Uber's subsidiaries, of course) and work (as a franchisee) as little or as much as 
they want. They don't show or give examples of how much the TRUE costs of this investment are, in 
terms of actual financial cost or the dozens or even hundreds of hours per month one would have to



work for themselves as a franchisee to cover the weekly payment, the comprehensive insurance 
covered, the maintenance or fuel costs associated. They offer this in the Philadelphia market because it 
is busiest and the largest in PA. The State and the PUC have a fiduciary responsibility via HB1620 to 
prevent these lessees from causing themselves financial harm due to the one-sided nature of the 
franchise.

20160164ul.ls

Section 1.1. Section 5741(c) of Title 53 is amended to read:

§ 5741. Certificate of public convenience required.

* * *

(c) Restrictions.—

(1) Certificates issued pursuant to this subchapter shall be npntransferable unless a transfer 
is approved by the authority..

(2) A limousine service provider operating pursuant to an authority-issued 
certificate of public convenience and a filed tariff permitting the limousine service provider 
to charge mileage-based rates on the effective date of this paragraph shall be permitted to 
continue to charge mileage-based rates and to be regulated in the same manner as 
traditional limousine service providers.

Comment: The limousine operator that can charge by the mile or the hour is the only 
meaninful competitor to the TNC. Author of comments is in the process of creating and 
filing an “experimental” authority application which, if accepted, will create a new class of 
service(in PA) that will allow common carriers to be competitive on almost every level.

§ 2603. Applicability of certain laws and prohibition.

(4) Laws and regulations imposing a greater standard of care on motor carriers than 
that imposed on other drivers or owners of motor vehicles.

(5) Laws and regulations imposing special equipment requirements and accident 
reporting requirements on motor carriers.

(c) Municipal licenses and taxes.-Except as otherwise provided, a municipality may not 
impose a tax on or require a license for a transportation network company or transportation 
network service.

Comment: Provision (4) should be stricken- and regulations put in place to require quarterly state 
safety and/or emissions (where required) to reflect both the fact that many TNC vehicles are used 
exclusively as TNC vehicles on a full time basis and an annual PA state safety inspection is just not 
enough, as tire, brake, rotor, drum and other specifications required to pass a PA state safety inspection 
are designed to average wear/use of non-commercially used personal vehicles under average 
conditions. And use of a vehicle as even a part -time TNC would add significant wear and tear causing 
the wearable and measurable components listed above to be UNSAFE in a far shorter period of time.

Other carriers, bearing PUC numbers, can be stopped any time for inspection by PUC motor carrier



enforcement. Common Carriers register as “fleets” with Penndot and fleet maintenance is described to 
PUC prior to issuance of authority. The provisions (4) and (5) prevent safety regulations from being 
promulgated and enforced. They should be amended or stricken to protect the public.

§ 2603.1. Financial responsibility requirements.

(a) Requirements.—

(1) Upon the effective date of this section, a transportation network company driver 
or transportation network company on the driver's behalf shall maintain primary 
automobile insurance that recognizes that the driver is a transportation network company 
driver or otherwise uses a vehicle to transport passengers for compensation and covers the 
driver when:

(i) the driver is logged on to the digital network; and

(ii) the driver is engaged in a prearranged ride.

(2) Unless otherwise required by order or regulation of the commission, the following 
automobile insurance requirements shall apply to the transportation network company 
driver or the transportation network company on the driver's behalf while a participating 
transportation network company driver is logged on to the digital network and is available 
to receive transportation requests but is not engaged in a prearranged ride:

(i) Primary automobile liability insurance in the amount of at least $50,000 for 
death and bodily injury per person, $100,000 for death and bodily injury per incident 
and $25,000 for property damage.

(ii) First-party medical benefits, including $25,000 for pedestrians and $5,000 
for a driver.

(iii) The coverage requirements may be satisfied by any of the following:

(A) automobile insurance maintained by the transportation network
company driver;

(B) automobile insurance maintained by the transportation network
company; or

(C) any combination of clauses (A) and (B).

(3) Unless otherwise required by order or regulation of the commission, the following 
automobile insurance requirements shall apply while a transportation network company 
driver is engaged in a prearranged ride:

(i) Primary automobile liability insurance that provides at least $500,000 for 
death, bodily injury and property damage.

(ii) First-party medical benefits as required by 75 Pa.C.S. § 1711 (relating to 
required benefits) on a per-incident basis for incidents involving a transportation 
network company driver's operation of a personal vehicle while engaged in a 
prearranged ride, including $25,000 for passengers and pedestrians and $5,000 for a 
driver.

(iii) The coverage requirements may be satisfied by any of the following:

(A) automobile insurance maintained by the transportation network



company driver;

(B) automobile insurance maintained by the transportation network 

company; or

(C) any combination of clauses (A) and (B).

(3.1) (Reserved).

(3.2) Notwithstanding paragraphs (1), (2) and (3), insurance coverage required for 
dual motor carrier drivers that are using personal vehicles to provide transportation 
network services shall be the same as the insurance coverage required for taxis. The 
commission may review and increase the insurance coverage requirements for dual motor 
carriers and taxis as necessary in the public interest.

(4) If insurance maintained by a driver under paragraph (2) or (3) has lapsed or does 
not provide the required coverage, insurance maintained by a transportation network 
company shall provide the coverage required by this section beginning with the first dollar 
of a claim, and the transportation network company^ insurer shall have the duty to defend 
such claim.

(5) Coverage under an automobile insurance policy maintained under this section 
shall be primary and not be dependent on a personal automobile insurer first denying a 
claim nor shall a personal automobile insurance policy be required to first deny a claim.

(6) The automobile insurance required for a transportation network company under 
paragraph (4) shall be evidenced by the filing of a certificate of insurance. The certificate of 
insurance must be filed, with the commission, by the insurance carrier and must be in the 
form specified by the commission by order or regulation.

(7) Insurance required under this subsection shall be placed with an insurer that has 
obtained a certificate of authority under section 208 of the act of May 17,1921 (P.L.789, 
No.285), known as The Insurance Department Act of 1921, or a surplus lines insurer eligible 
under section 1605 of the act of May 17,1921 (P.L.682, No.284), known as The Insurance 
Company Law of 1921.

(8) Insurance satisfying the requirements of this section shall be deemed to satisfy the 
financial responsibility requirement for a motor vehicle under 75 Pa.C.S. Ch. 17 (relating to 
financial responsibility).

(9) A transportation network company driver shall carry proof of coverage satisfying 
paragraphs (2) and (3) when the driver uses a vehicle in connection with a digital network. 
In the event of an accident, a transportation network company driver shall provide the 
proof of insurance coverage to the directly interested parties, automobile insurers and 
investigating police officers under 75 Pa.C.S. § 1786 (relating to required financial 
responsibility). A transportation network company driver shall also disclose to directly 
interested parties, automobile insurers and investigating police officers whether the driver 
was logged on to the digital network or on a prearranged ride at the time of an accident.

(10) It shall be the sole and exclusive responsibility of a transportation network 
company to ensure that automobile insurance coverage required to be carried by the 
transportation network company driver under this section is in force prior to permitting a 
transportation network company driver to provide transportation network service.

(b) Automobile insurance provisions.—



(1) Insurers that write automobile insurance in this Commonwealth may exclude any 
and all coverage afforded under the policy issued to an owner or operator of a personal 
vehicle for any loss or injury that occurs while a driver is logged on to a digital network or 
while a driver provides a prearranged ride. The right to exclude all coverage may apply to 
any coverage included in an automobile insurance policy, including, but not limited to:

(i) liability coverage for bodily injury and property damage;

(ii) uninsured and underinsured motorist coverage;

(iii) medical payments coverage;

(iv) comprehensive physical damage coverage;

(v) collision physical damage coverage; and

(vi) first-party medical benefits required under subsection (a)(2)(ii).

(2) Notwithstanding any requirement under 75 Pa.C.S. Ch. 17, exclusions under 
paragraph (1) shall apply. Nothing in this section shall require that a personal automobile 
insurance policy provide coverage while the driver is logged on to a digital network, while 
the driver is engaged in a prearranged ride or while the driver otherwise uses a vehicle to 
transport passengers for compensation. Nothing in this subsection shall be deemed to 
preclude an insurer from providing coverage for the personal vehicle if the insurer chooses 
to do so by contract or endorsement.

(3) Automobile insurers that exclude the coverage described in paragraph (1) shall 
have no duty to defend or indemnify any claim expressly excluded under the coverage. 
Nothing in this section shall be deemed to invalidate or limit an exclusion contained in a 
personal insurance policy, including any policy in use or approved for use in this 
Commonwealth prior to the enactment of this section, that excludes coverage for vehicles 
used to carry persons or property for a charge or available for hire by the public.

(4) An automobile insurer that defends or indemnifies a claim against a driver that is 
excluded under the terms of its policy shall have a right of contribution against other 
insurers that provide automobile insurance to the same driver in satisfaction of the coverage 
requirements of subsection (a) at the time of loss.

(5) In a claims coverage investigation, transportation network companies and any 
insurer potentially providing coverage under subsection (a) shall cooperate to facilitate the 
exchange of relevant information with directly involved parties and any insurer of the 
transportation network company driver, if applicable, including the precise times that a 
transportation network company driver logged on and logged off of the digital network in 
the 12-hour period immediately preceding and in the 12-hour period immediately following 
the accident and disclose a clear description of the coverage, exclusions and limits provided 
under any automobile insurance maintained under subsection (a).

(c) Waiver of liability prohibited.—

(1) A transportation network company or transportation network company driver 
may not request or require a passenger to sign a waiver of potential liability for a loss of 
personal property or injury.

(2) A transportation network company may not request or require a transportation 
network company driver to sign a waiver of potential liability for a loss of personal property 
or injury.



(3) For the purposes of this subsection, signing a waiver shall include requiring a 
prospective customer to agree to the terms and conditions required to download a digital 
application as a condition for obtaining transportation network services.

Comment: When a TNC driver is logged into (2) or more TNC apps, which one's insurance 
carrier is liable when logged in without passengers?. Maybe a provision that requires TNC drivers 
to be allowed to be logged in to only one APP at a time will avoid insurance confusion, the 
obvious distractions caused by having (2) or more cell phones, devices to answer/respond to, and 
to keep drivers with passengers in their cars from responding, reading or accepting additional 
fares from another TNC while in transit.

§2603.2. Disclosures.

(a) Requirement.—The disclosures required by this section shall be provided in writing to 
all transportation network company drivers prior to the designation of an individual as a 
transportation network company driver. Transportation network companies shall retain 
written or electronic verification records of the receipt of disclosures required under this 
section by the transportation network driver.

(b) Insurance and lienholder disclosures.—The transportation network company shall 
provide the following disclosures:

(1) Insurance coverage, including the types of coverage and the limits for each coverage 
that the transportation network company provides while the transportation network 
company driver uses a vehicle in connection with a digital network.

(2) Notice that the terms of the transportation network company driver's own 
automobile insurance policy might not provide any coverage while the driver is logged on 
to the digital network and available to receive transportation requests or is engaged in a 
prearranged ride.

(3) If a transportation network company driver does not have the type of policy required 
under section 2603.1 (relating to financial responsibility requirements), notice that the 
transportation network company will provide all required insurance.

(4) The accident protocol required under section 2605(b)(5) (relating to transportation 
network company drivers).

(5) Notice of lienholder and lessor requirements under section 2604.5 (relating to 
lienholder and lessor requirements).

(6) Notiwthat the driver must notify the following:

(i) The driver's auto insurance company or insurance agent that the driver will be using, 
the yehicle to provide^ services under tUs chapter.

Comment: THE TNC's, whom collect the driver's vehicle insurance information should be 
the RESPONSIBLE PARTY for acquiring and retaining the Acknowledgment of the drivers 
personal car insurance carrier prior to allowing driver to operate as a TNC. There is little if any 
benefit or recourse if the driver DOES NOT inform its own insurance about the nature of its 
relationship to a TNC. Furthermore, the TNC should provide trip data on a regular basis to the 
driver's insurance company, especially when the vehicle is used constantly on out of state trips.

The ancillary costs of accidents and such have caused ALL PA motorists insurance hikes since



TNC began operating here. Place the onus on the TNC to get written acknowledgment.

(ii) The lienholder or lessor that the driver will be using the vehicle to provide services 
under this chapter.

(iii) If the driver will not be using a vehicle owned and insured by the driver, the 
disclosures under paragraphs (b)(1), (2) and (3) shall be provided to the policyholder and 
to the owner of the vehicle.

§ 2604. Licenses and regulations.

(b) Certificate of public convenience.—A license under this chapter shall not act as a 
certificate of public convenience under Chapter 11 (relating to certificates of public 
convenience). The commission shall provide for all licensure regulation, policies and orders 
necessary to regulate transportation network services under this chapter and to enforce the 
provisions of this chapter, including all of the following:

(1) Rights, privileges and duties of transportation network companies and drivers.

(2) Suspension, revocation or renewal requirements for transportation network 
companies.

(3) Conditions on a license necessary to ensure compliance with this chapter and the 
laws of this Commonwealth.

(4) Regulations and orders relating to procedures for customers to file complaints 
with the commission.

(5) Regulations and orders adopted by the commission relating to accessibility for 
individuals with mental or physical disabilities.

§ 2604.1. Licensure requirements.

(2) Maintain accurate records of each transportation network company driver 
providing transportation network services and the vehicles used to provide the service for 
no less than three years or for another period as determined by the commission. Records 
retained under this paragraph must include:

(i) Proof of valid personal automobile insurance.

(ii) Criminal history records checks.

(iii) Driving history reports.

(iv) Copies of valid driver's licenses for each driver and vehicle registration and 
proof of vehicle inspections for all personal vehicles affiliated with the transportation 
network company.

(v) Records of consumer complaints.

(vi) Records of suspension or deactivation of drivers.

(vii) Records of disclosures required to be provided to drivers under this 
chapter.

(3) Maintain vehicle records, including the make, model and license plate number of 
each personal vehicle used by a transportation network company driver to provide



transportation network service.

(4) Implement a zero-tolerance policy on the use of drugs or alcohol while a 
transportation network company driver provides transportation network service. A 
transportation network company driver who is the subject of a reasonable passenger 
complaint alleging a violation of the zero-tolerance policy shall be immediately suspended. 
The suspension shall last until the time the complaint investigation is complete. The 
following information shall be provided on a transportation network company's publicly, 
accessible. Internet website:

(i) Notice of the zero-tolerance policyJ

(ii) Procedures to report a complaint about a transportation network 
company driver with whom the passenger was matched and whom the passenger 
reasonably suspects was under the influence of drugs or alcohol during the course of 
the ride.

Comment: This zero tolerance policy is a farce. It puts the riding public and other motorists 

at risk, offers NO protection in any capacity, whatsoever, and the TNC's need to randomly test 
their drivers, no exceptions. Most of the passengers getting into these TNC's at night- are 
intoxicated, high or both in some capacity, even offering to buy the driver a drink or share a 
“smoke”. The intoxicated or impaired customer will not know whether the driver himself is 
impaired and will not and should not request to be dropped off on the side of the highway in the 
middle of the night if he/she suspects the driver to be under the influence. There needs to be an 
investment on the part of the TNC Companies to protect the public. They have the tools and 
resources to make this happen.

(7) Establish and provide, in writing or electronically, driver training program 
materials designed to ensure that each driver understands safety and driving requirements 
while logged on to a digital network or providing a prearranged ride. Driver program 
materials shall contain information related to providing service to people with disabilities. 
Drivers shall be required to acknowledge receipt of program materials.

(10) Establish and maintain a publicly accessible Internet website that provides:

(i) At {east two of the following:

(A) A customer service telephone num ber.

(B) An e-mail address.

(C) A hyperlink;

(D) Any other communication method that allows a person to 

communicate directly with the customer service department of a transportation 
network company.;

(ii) The telephone number to file a consumer complaint with the 
commission and the commission's Internet website address.

Comment: (7) this provision should be reviewed and approved by the PUC. It should 
ideally have some sort of written test with proven results kept in driver's dossier and be



administered yearly, with a score that allows for passing/failing grades. Failing grades 
require re-admisnistering of the test, (3) consecutive failures bar the driver for life from 
driving for a TNC, and driver is “Off-App” until passing.

(11) Comply with the commission's regulations and orders regarding the reporting of 
motor carrier accidents for any accidents involving a personal vehicle. Accident reports 
shall be maintained for a period of three years from the date of the accident.

(12) Maintain verifiable records regarding its operations and obligations under this 
chapter for a minimum period of three years or as may be required by the commission by 
regulation or order.

(13) Provide written notice to a driver of the scope and levels of insurance coverage 
required under section 2603.1.

(14) Provide to transportation network company drivers a placard or decal for 
the vehicle that has been approved by the commission. The decal shall be displayed at any 
time the driver is logged on tqthe_digital network or is providing a prearranged ride under 
this chapter.

Comment: Author worked as a TNC driver and was permitted on APP immediately without, 

placard, never received placard and placards need to be in possession of driver, possibly with a 
“code” on them to require driver to enter said “code” to acknowledge its receipt to be able to 
begin service as a TNC, using unauthorized or hand-written signs in lieu is unacceptable. Use of a 
specific code for each driver will prevent “spoofing” and keep the unsuspecting public from 
believing a driver is affiliated with a TNC when he may not be.

§2604.2. Records.

The commission shall be authorized to inspect, audit and investigate any books, records and 
facilities of the transportation network company and any affiliated entities as necessary to 
ensure compliance with this chapter. Documents or records marked as confidential will be 
treated according to the commission's practices and regulations regarding confidential and 
trade secret information. Information disclosed to the commission under this chapter shall be 
exempt from disclosure to a third person, including through a request submitted under the act 
of February 14, 2008 (P.L.6, Np.3), known as the Right-to-Know Law.

Comment: This is a statutory mandate of obstruction of justice and should be stricken from 

the regulations. It could state, any proprietary data may deemed as classified and protected, but 
general information and trip data (keeping street, losing address # per-se) is public information.

§ 2604.2. Records.

The commission shall be authorized to inspect, audit and investigate any books, records and 
facilities of the transportation network company and any affiliated entities as necessary to 
ensure compliance with this chapter. Documents or records marked as confidential will be 
treated according to the commission's practices and regulations regarding confidential and 
trade secret information. Information disclosed to the commission under this chapter shall be 
exempt from disclosure to a third person, including through a request submitted under the act 
of February 14,2008 (P.L.6, No.3), known as the Right-to-Know Law.

§ 2604.3. Service standards.

(a) General.—Where transportation network services are offered, a transportation network



company must take reasonable steps to ensure that the service provided by each transportation 
network company driver who utilizes the digital network is safe, reasonable and adequate. A 
transportation network company may not unlawfully discriminate against a prospective 
passenger or unlawfully refuse to provide service to a certain class of passengers or certain 
localities.

(b) Disabled individuals.—Each licensed transportation network company must:

(1) Adopt a policy of nondiscrimination regarding individuals with disabilities in 
accordance with this subsection. The following information shall be provided on the 
transportation network company's publicly accessible Internet website:

(i) Notice of the nondiscrimination policy.

(ii) Procedures to report a complaint to the commission about a transportation 
network company driver's alleged violation of this subsection.

(2) Within one year of the effective date of this section, the digital network used by a 
transportation network company to connect drivers and passengers must be accessible to 
consumers who are blind, visually impaired, deaf and hard of hearing.

(3) A transportation network company driver must transport a service animal when 
accompanying a passenger with a disability for no additional charge unless the 
transportation network company driver has a documented medical allergy on file with the 
transportation network company. Service animals shall be permitted to ride in the 
passenger compartment of a vehicle. It shall be a violation of this chapter for a 
transportation network company driver to place a service animal in any part of a vehicle 
other than the passenger compartment.

(4) A transportation network company may not impose additional charges for service 
to an individual with a disability.

(5) A transportation network company shall, in an area where wheelchair-accessible 
service is available, provide passengers with disabilities requiring the use of mobility 
equipment an opportunity to indicate on its digital network whether they require a 
wheelchair-accessible vehicle. A transportation network company or an affiliated entity 
must, if wheelchair-accessible service is available, facilitate transportation service for 
passengers who require a wheelchair-accessible vehicle by doing one of the following:

(i) connecting the passenger to an available transportation network company 
driver or other driver operating a wheelchair-accessible vehicle; or

(ii) if connection under subparagraph (i) is not available, directing the 
passenger to an alternative provider with the legal authority and ability to dispatch a 
wheelchair-accessible vehicle to the passenger.

Comment: It is common knowledge in impoverished and public housing areas that 
service from TNCs are notoriously poor, and that drivers discriminate based on names and 
assumed genders. There are drivers that only pick up female passengers and drivers that 
pick up only “WASP-Y” type names, and you will find an enclosed study to back this up.

The PUC cannot enforce this without allowing public access to all of the fares requested V. 
all the fares rejected. This is the primary reason that the “cloud of secrecy” is included here. 
The PUC will never be inclined to get first names of all people requesting rides, including 
dates, times and number of requests to compare with the names and data of those actually



picked up. “third parties” like the ACLU and other groups affiliated with instilling fair and 
equal services to all would find the disparity and shut the TNC's down.

This whole subsection devoted to the safe and reasonable availability of TNC's to ALL of 
the general public is smoke and mirrors that look great on paper but allow the prejudices 
and self-serving selection of customers up to the driver protected by the caveat of non
disclosure to those whom have a vested interest in obtaining service. The first through the 
third of the month, for example- have hundreds, if not thousands of additional customers 
that need transportation on “check day”. The cabs in Scranton and Wilkes-Barre scramble 
to meet the demand, yet I personally have seen few if any TNC's sitting and waiting by the 
grocery stores, walmarts, etc looking to serve these people, all of whom could benefit from 
the discounted services provided by TNC's. TNC drivers are allowed to be the worst 
privateers of the industry, rejecting those poor single mothers with kids that could benefit 
from cheaper transportation. Open those records up, ask for logs of ALL requested trips and 
compare them with those actually completed. Also ask for logs of all of those rejected fares, 
on a per driver basis, I'm pretty sure I can find a public interest group interested in data 
mining to prove the disparity in service, which is purportedly illegal based on the above 
chapter and other regulations.

§ 2604.4. Dual motor carrier authority.

A dual motor carrier that provides call or demand service under a certificate of public 
convenience and that has obtained a license from the commission to provide transportation 
network service may dispatch either a call or demand vehicle or a personal vehicle driven by a 
dual motor carrier driver to provide service in its authorized service territory. The certificate 
holder shall ensure, in the same manner used for call or demand fleet vehicles, that personal 
vehicles used to provide service under this section are in continuous compliance with 
Department of Transportation inspection standards and the commission's vehicle standards.

§ 2604.5. Lienholder and lessor requirements.

(a) Acknowledgment of lien and lease obligations.—

(1) A transportation network company shall disclose the following prominently and 
with a separate acknowledgment of acceptance to all prospective transportation network 
company drivers in its written terms of service for drivers. The disclosure shall be provided 
before a driver is allowed to offer prearranged rides on a transportation network 
company's digital network:

(Name of transportation network company) will provide you with a notice 
explaining whether it provides insurance to repair your personal vehicle if you 
have an accident when using your vehicle in a transportation network. If (name 
of transportation network company) does not provide coverage for damage to 
your car, your personal automobile insurance policy might not provide the 
coverage and you may be required to pay all costs to repair the vehicle yourself 
in the event of an accident unless you purchase extra insurance. If you financed 
the purchase of the vehicle or lease the vehicle, you must notify your lender or 
lessor that you will use your vehicle to provide transportation network service.



Your lender or lessor may require you to purchase extra insurance coverage or, 
if you do not do so, may purchase insurance on your behalf and bill you for the 
costs of the policy. The failure to notify a lender or lessor or to have insurance to 
cover the cost of damage to the vehicle may cause your vehicle to be repossessed 
or your lease to be revoked. If you have questions about this notice, you should 
contact your insurance agent, your lender or lessor or the Pennsylvania 
Insurance Department.

(2) A transportation network company shall provide the notice required under 
paragraph (1) upon any subsequent material reduction in insurance coverage by the 
company. For purposes of this paragraph, "material reduction in insurance coverage" shall 
not include the replacement of insurance coverage with substantially similar insurance 
coverage from a different insurer by a transportation network company.

(3) A transportation network company shall notify drivers in writing whether it 
is providing comprehensive and collision coverage during service.

Comment: This is extremely important for a TNC driver to acknowledge and understand. It 
should be done in writing and have a written acknowledgment signed and submitted on PAPER 
and not via a signature with the contents disclosing nature of coverage buried in the fine print of a 
digital document that is electronically signed without being read. Merely adding this disclosure 
and having a forced digital signature or being forced to be “kept off app” as is common practice 
for TNCs will compel the driver to sign/acknowledge something he/she may not read which is 
like having a digital gun at their head to sign an agreement which is NOT in their best interest.

(b) Payment of damage claims.—If a transportation network company's insurer makes a 
payment for a claim covered under comprehensive or collision coverage, the transportation 
network company shall cause its insurer to issue the payment directly to the business repairing 
the vehicle or jointly to the owner of the vehicle and the primary lienholder or lessor.

(c) Direct placement of insurance.—If a driver of a personal vehicle used in transportation 
network service that is subject to a lien or lease fails to maintain comprehensive or collision 
damage coverage required by the lienholder or lessor, or to show evidence to the lienholder or 
lessor of the coverage upon reasonable request, the lienholder or lessor may obtain the coverage 
at the expense of the driver without prior notice to the driver.

§ 2605. Transportation network company drivers.

(a) Separate licenses prohibited.—A separate license may not be required for a 
transportation network company driver to provide transportation network service by an 
approved transportation network company. Except as otherwise specifically provided, a 
transportation network company driver shall not be subject to other chapters in this title or 53 
Pa.C.S. (relating to municipalities generally).

(b) Requirements for transportation network company drivers.-A transportation network 
company driver must:

(1) Be at least 21 years of age.

(2) Satisfy the criminal history record check and driving history record check 
requirements of section 2604.1 (relating to licensure requirements).

(3) Possess a valid driver's license and proof of the driver's motor vehicle insurance.



(4) Carry proof, either a paper copy or electronic copy, of the transportation 
network company’s liability insurance required under section 2603.1(b) (relating to 
financial responsibility requirements) for any personal vehicle used by the driver.

Comment: This should be stricken or amended. There are certain cities and jurisdictions that 
require all other “hacks” or drivers that pick up people for compensation to comply with moral 
qualifications and other regulations and the PUC should not restrict these cities, municipalities 
from deciding what quality of driver serves their communities. These municipalities generally 
have their own police or code enforcement staff that protect the riding public by having these 
hack licenses and their requirements to obtain such licenses. Many of these jurisdictions have 
been doing so since the days of horse and carriage and this system of knowing and having on 
record who is allowed to serve the community has protected them and their residents for decades. 
By allowing any person, in any car from any state to now operate in these areas, at-will is to the 
detriment of the community and riding public. We will address the use of out of state vehicles in 
drivers in the near future, this topic is related-

(5) In the case of an accident:

(i) Provide the insurance coverage information required under paragraph (4) to 
any other party involved in the accident and, if applicable, to the law enforcement 
officer who responds to the scene of the accident.

(ii) Report the accident to the transportation network company.

(iii) Report the accident to the following:

(A) the transportation network company driver's personal automobile 
insurer if required by the driver's policy;

(B) the owner of the automobile if the driver is not the owner of the 
automobile;

(C) the insurer providing insurance required under section 2603.1; and

(D) the holder of the insurance policy covering the automobile if the driver 
is not the holder of the policy.

(6) Notify the transportation network company immediately upon conviction for any 
offense listed under section 2604.1(b)(5) which would disqualify the transportation network 
company driver from being eligible to provide transportation network service.

(7) Only accept a ride arranged through a digital network. Transportation 
network company drivers may not solicit or accept street hails or telephone calls requesting 
transportation network service.

Comment: See pictures of Uber “cab” with rooflight emulating,spooflng a taxi. If all TNC 

drivers are picking up so-called “prearranged” fares and through the app— which provides a 
picture of car, driver, and license plate- why does the PUC allow the use of dome lights, and why, 
if nobody is soliciting them for street hails or immediate service for cash, off app- why would a 
TNC driver invest in or use a “dome light” to emulate or “spoof being a taxi. (See also included 
articles about stings in other states that have netted thousands of TNC drivers tickets and vehicle 
impoundments- due to illegal street hail operations)

(7.1) (i) Not operate or cause to be operated a personal vehicle affiliated with the 
transportation network company in any area where the operation of the vehicle is



prohibited by law, including any area at a commercial service airport.

(ii) Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to limit the ability of a 
municipality or other governing authority that owns or operates a commercial service 
airport from adopting contracts or regulations relating to the duties and 
responsibilities of a transportation network company, transportation network 
company driver or transportation network service on airport property.

(iii) For purposes of this paragraph, the term "commercial service airport" 
shall have the same meaning as provided under 49 U.S.C. § 47102 (relating to 
definitions).

Comment: Author owns and operates a call or demand authority that serves a local 
regional commercial airport and witnesses TNCs waiting to meet flights on a daily basis, 
observes “cruising” and “standing” curbside of TNC vehicles off app, on app, and has even 
called the PUC after catching a driver poaching a long distance fare for cash. TNC driver 
admitted as such to PUC enforcement (incredulously) and TNC driver was suggested to be 
taken “off app” for taking an out of state fare for cash. These regulations are broken ever 
day, and the common carriers and airport authorities should have a hot-line to the TNCs to 
report this activity so that “rogue” drivers can be taken of app, and or fined for operating 
illegally.

(7) Only accept a ride arranged through a digital network. Transportation 
network company drivers may not solicit or accept street hails or telephone calls requesting 
transportation network service.

Comment:it is common practice for TNC drivers to give “good” customers their personal 
phone numbers so that the driver can go “on-app” near customers pick up address or perform the 
ride “off-app” (illegal and with no insurance !) The only cure here is full-time commercial 
insuranceand registrations like NYC and their FHV (that’s how TNCs operate in NYC). Creating 
an unenforceable regulation like the ones above are a waste of time and taxpayer money. See 
FHV requirements attachments.

§ 2606. Personal vehicle requirements.

(a) Authorized vehicles.—Personal vehicles used by a transportation network company 
driver to provide transportation network service may be a coupe, sedan or other light-duty 
vehicle, including a van, minivan, sport utility vehicle, hatchback, convertible or pickup truck 
that is equipped and licensed for use on a public highway. At no time may a vehicle used to 
provide transportation network service transport a greater number of individuals, including the 
driver, than the number of seat belts factory installed in the vehicle.

Comment: Hatchback, coupes and convertible should never be used in for-hire commercial 

transportation of people, especially when they may not have seating capacity for the group they are 
intended to pick up. The number of seat belts- The APP provided by TNCs informs the driver NO 
information about the number of people or the destination he/she is taking the passengers. This should



be required by the PUC, and each vehicles # of seat belts should be disclosed to prevent TNC drivers 
that do not have the seating capacity from attempting to pick up more people that the car is legally 
able to seat. As an Uber driver, I used a huge Lincoln town car with (6) seat belts, one for me and (5) 
for passengers. Yet, passengers from the Uber app tried to squeeze 6, 7 or more into the car, stating 
that the other drivers “do this all the time” or “we'll take care of you”. Overloading is negligent and 
dangerous and the TNC driver's are not informed of this being illegal or dangerous. They do it to 
avoid a bad rating and because they are already on location. The only way to prevent overloading, is 
to require the app to inform drivers of the number of passengers he will be picking up, AND having 
the app explain the capacity of the vehicle and that they CANNOT overload. Me? I left them on the 
street and lost the fare. I'm doing this 30 years and offered to take (5) of the group, and they rejected 
that as they did not want to pay for (2) TNC cars.

(c) Inspections required.—

(1) An annual certificate of inspection under 75 Pa.C.S. Ch. 47 (relating to inspection 
of vehicles) must be obtained from an inspection station approved by the Department of 
Transportation under 67 Pa. Code Ch. 175 (relating to vehicle equipment and inspection) 
for each personal vehicle. A valid certificate of inspection shall be maintained in all vehicles. 
For a vehicle registered outside this Commonwealth, inspection must be conducted by a 
facility approved by the Department of Transportation.

(2) The transportation network company shall ensure that its drivers' vehicles remain 
in continuous compliance with this section and the commission's vehicle standards and are 
subject to periodic inspections according to Department of Transportation inspection 
standards.

(3) A commission officer may inspect a personal vehicle if there is reason to believe 
that the vehicle is not in compliance with the commission's vehicle standards to ensure 
compliance with this section.

§ 2607. Rates and forms of compensation.

(a) Passenger receipt.—Upon completion of transportation under this chapter, each 
transportation network company shall transmit an electronic receipt to the passenger's e-mail 
address or account on a digital network documenting:

(1) The origination, destination, mileage and time estimated of the trip.

(2) The driver's first name.

(3) The total amount paid, if any.

(b) Tariff and fares.-A transportation network company shall file and maintain with the 
commission a tariff that sets forth the terms and conditions of service, including the basis for its 
fares and its policies regarding dynamic pricing. A transportation network company may offer 
transportation network service at no charge, suggest a donation or charge a fare. If a fare is 
charged, a transportation network company must disclose the fare calculation method prior to 
providing an arranged ride.

(c) Estimates.—The transportation network company must provide estimates upon request 
for the cost of a trip.

(d) Dynamic pricing.—A transportation network company shall provide notice to potential 
passengers prior to accepting a ride through its digital network any time dynamic pricing is in



effect.

(e) Limitation.—When a state of disaster emergency is declared under 35 Pa.C.S. § 7301 
(relating to general authority of Governor), a transportation network company that engages in 
dynamic pricing shall limit the multiplier by which its base rate is multiplied to the next highest 
multiple below the three highest multiples set on different days in the 60 days preceding the 
declaration of emergency. It shall be a violation of the act of October 31,2006 (P.L.1210, 
No.133), known as the Price Gouging Act, for a transportation network company to charge a 
price that exceeds the limits of this subsection during a state of disaster emergency.

(f) Review.—The amount of a donation, charge, fare or other compensation provided or 
received for transportation network service shall not be subject to review or approval by the 
commission under Chapter 13 (relating to rates and distribution systems)..

Comment: (f) The charges a public utility collects are THE EPITOME of why, how and 

what the Public Utility Commission exists. Why have a Commission if the rates, tariffs and 
charges collected by a utility or licensee are at the sole discretion of the Utility/Licensee?

This is a preposterous and harmful clause, it should be stricken if not immediately changed to 
reflect the nature of the PUC's concerns over both price gouging and unfair competition. As a 
common carrier of call-or-demand, author has been fighting to obtain a flexible tariff to 
LOWER its prices without penalty, and the TNC's by this clause can do whatever they want, 
whenever they want without any fear of penalty, reprisal or suspension of license.



Robert Ely
210 Montage Mountain Rd 1X4 
Moosic, PA 18507

7/20/17
Dear PUC, it's counsel and all interested parties. My name is Robert Ely and I have been in the 

transportation business for nearly (3) decades. Please accept my comments in layman's terms in a 
simple format. As the input provided is culled from personally driving THOUSANDS of passengers 
from all walks of life and dispatching drivers to many more thousands of destinations^ in (2) states 
under several different classes of services and regulations, as an employee, manager and owner of 
several transportation businesses-1 could easily and rightly be considered both a professional and an 
expert in fee field of passenger transportation.

My goal in providing commentary here is to:

• Serve the RIDING PUBLIC’S best interests.

• Promote safe solutions to prevent dangerous situations.

• Serve the Pennsylvania Taxpayers best interests

• Help shed light on subjects and possible solutions to keep the conventional passenger 
transportation industry viable under proposed regulation changes that WILL have a severe and 
detriment^ impact on the industry and all affected by fee changes.

• Provide outside insight on solutions other jurisdictions have promulgated to protect the public 
first.

Thank You for allowing me fee ability to share my experience here, 1 am available and at your service 
for any questions or thoughts on any facet of the passenger transportation that you may have.

Your Truly,



COMMENTS PERTAINING TO:

1-2017-2604692

By the Commission'.

The Commission's regulations and policy statements gpveming motor carnets of passengers and property, 
including household goods, are found at 52 Pa. Code Subpart A, Chapter 3, and Subpart B, Chapters 21 
through 41. In recent years, the Commission's oversight of these industries has changed in response to federal 
preemption mandated by the Federal Aviation Authorization Act of 1994, the Transportation Equity Act for 
the 21st Ccntuiy,P.L 105*178, and the passage ofP.L. 1222, No. 164(Actl64). Further, these indistries have 
responded to changes mandated by market forces.

In light of these changes, the Commission has determined that it is appropriate to reexamine its regulations 
governing the motor carrier industry. Toward this end, we arc initiating this Advance Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking. We encourage members of the regulated industry, the public, and any other interested parties to 
tile comments with the Commission. The comments should include specific section references to tlx; 
Commission regulations. Comments should delineate the rationale for the proposed change as well as specific 
proposed language for the regulations.

As a starting point, our review of foe regulations indicates that revisions may be beneficial in the following 

areas:

1. Fuel Surcharge.

Comment: The flexible tariff should allow the use of a surcharge as needed.

2- The Commission expends considerable resources addressing dc minimus delinquent assessments and fines 
WiLfliicslioa. whether aUcmativi^tu^dutcs^3SimDQScd to our current complaim procedures, may be 
appropriate toaddress these limited circumstances. In particular, we request comments on whether there arc 
any more ciridcnt proc^iurcs to address de minimus delinquent assessments and fines that continue to 
provide the due process required under law.

Comment: There are other more modern methods of collecting and charging an 
assessment on motor carriers. Authorities like the TLC in NYC charge for a 
yearly "diamond " (diamond shaped sticker on all for hire vehicles in NYC) or registration 
fee for various classes of motor carriers. In addition the driver ofa TLC licensed vehicle 
(taxi, limo, car service, FHV (for hire vehicle) or other) and it's AFFILIATED BASE alt 
pay annual fees.

Emulating this NYC TLC ‘‘diamond'’ system statewide allows the PUC significant 
ancillary benefits- and much better control of its certificateholders, and wilt both create 
morejobs AND pay for itself AND protect the riding public !

TNC class of service and assessments:

There are upwards of S3,000 TNC "cars " in PA. (according to TNC "Rosier PA LLC" in 
documents filed with the PUC. S365 or $1.00 per day is not an outrageous sum for a PUC



"diamond". It eliminates the need for an "assessment", allows authorities to /mow that a 
vehicle is a "TNC" affiliate, and allows the PUC to quickly and routinely "check" 
annually, that safety and equipment requirements are met. On top of that, it would directly 
pay for additional enforcement officers that are sorely needed to protect the riding public 
from "fake "or "rogue " TNC's that roam the streets searching for unlawful street hails.

As far as other classes of carriers, a similar "PUC Diamond" fee can be paid and the cost 
of collecting assessments SHOULD BE LOWERED, due to decreased accounting, postage, 
legal and all other ancillary costs related to billing collecting and processing such 
antiquated assessments. ADDED BENEFIT? Prepaid registrations pay UP FRONT putting 
cash in the PUC bankbook as opposed to receivables and uncollectables. Stickers from 
ABOVE method ,from PUC inspections can be done as well. Like NYC TLC- pay for 
sticker, setup inspection. Fail inspection- pay additional fee for re-inspection and take 
deficient vehicle off road as TNC's (remove current diamond or notify TNC of "failure ").

Fine collection: Deny renewal ifunpaid fines exist. While the question here proposed only 
de minimus collections- What about the opposite? The gargantuan Jine levied against Uber 
is uncollectable because the owner of the company that operated illegally used a shell 
corporation to do business as "uber" andfiled for authority under a similar but different 
shell corporation, is unaffected by the fine, neither shell corporation has any significant 
assets and the income is passed through shell #2 through licensingfees to the "technology" 
company which sends nearly all of its revenue into "untouchable " tax havens.

What about the HUGE FINES and assessments'? Collecting just "Uber's " would allow the 
PUC to give amnesty to ALL of the small carriers that owe de minimus fines/assessments.

The $50 million "gargantuan "fine levied against "Uber " will only be paid if the PUC 
decides to suspend authority temporarily if the fine isn't paid. Google “uber sued by city of 
Chicago " . The city of Chicago is owed $15 million plus is fees and fines, and has a team of 
lawyers fighting to get money owed- why should the taxpayers in Pennsylvania continue to 
subsidize the services rendered by TNC's- Diamond system with an annual fee for drivers, 
vehicles and the "base " or authority granted via certificate to "Uber and Lyfi " will force 
the TNC's to pay for the VERY LUCRATIVE franchise they were granted via PUC 
operating authority. The diamond system not only pays for the "assessment" but it gives 
teeth to the PUC to ensure safety for die public at NO EXPENSE to the taxpayers.

The TNC industry needs to pay their fare share. The regulation and collection of 
assessments andfines of the TNCfranchise created to allow one man's foreign shell 
company to operate without fear of reprisalfor unlawfid actions is by far more important 
to the taxpayers of PA than allowing forgiveness or amnesty to small carriers that may find 
it difficult to pay now that their profit margins and marketshare have fallen prey to an 
aggressive competitor (TNC's). The collection of these millions of dollars owed will greatly 
relieve the small burden of chasing small monies owed from small carriers. Using a 
diamond system would help as explained throughout my comments.

3. Granting of Provisional Authority.

Commission regulations currently provide for Emergency Authority and Emergency Temporary Authority. 
52 PaXodP..SSJ.383—3385. Wc flugstioawhethcr the procedure for^rantini> these types of authorities



should be revised to allow applicants to eperate while an application for permanent authority is processed doe 
to protests.

Comment: Allowing applicants 0 operate without proving financial technical ability and 
the propensity to operate safely is contrary to the best interests of the riding public.
Should a potential carrier be allowed 0 open for business without proving itself? NO.

EXISTING carriers that HA VEproven themselves should be allowed to operate during 
such protest period'- because they HAVE gone through the scrutiny of the protest and 
must operate in good standing 0 be granted additional rights or authority.

4.- Web-biisedlraimim.

The Commission solicits input on whether the Commission should provide web-based training for new 
motor carriers or ccmtiniicd training for existing motor carriers. If so. what aspects of the Commission’s motor 
earner aDPlioatioa..ass£sament and other regulatory processes should be covered?

Comment:

• Don’t waste the taxpayers money solely far applications. The applications are simple 
enough, readily available on line, and the barriers of entry have been removed in recent 
regulatory changes. Changing method ofassessment l suggested obviates the need for 
teaching carriers how to pay.

• If the PUC adopts "diamonds " it can include an online training class for drivers, 
explaining and teaching the rules, etc for a nominal fee, or include that fee as part of a 
PUC "FHV" (or hack) license- with an online annual or bi-annual fee covering cost of 
background and MVR driver license checks.

• All of the above and more can be created within the "diamond ” and hack license fees 
including testing of basic knowledge and understanding of PA code 52.

5. 52 Pa. Code Chanter 32—Motor Carrier Insurance.

• Chapter 32 governs Commission motor carrier insurance requirements. The current limits of coverage 
have been in place for a significant period of time. We question whether these limits should be adjusted.

■ The Commission ctUTcntlv requires Fonn_Einsuraocc certificates to be filed with the Commission by the 
insurer or the insured’s broker However, an insurer or broker may tail to file Form E ccnifieate despitc a 
motor corriei^ bcst ciTorts. The Commission questions whether to allow and rely upon motor carriers 
th.cmseh'tfS.to. file Form E ccrtiftciucs to avoid such situations. We note that anv changes would need to 
address the public protections atTordcd in our current Form E process which presently requires the insurance 
carrier to guarantee that the motor carrier has the coverage that is required under Pennsylvania law and the 
Commission's orders and regulations. See Inx. Corp. ofN.Y. v. Antmm.lOQH Pa. Super. LEXIS 5616 (Pa. 
Super. Ct. Dec. 3.2Q08T

Comment: Pertaining 0 common carriers ofpassengers-onfy- as there has been no 
"TNC” tidal wave of below cost pricing to any other class of carriers (yet)- Increasing 
limits of liability, in the passenger carrier class would most likely e/td up crippling the



existing conventional carriers and demolish the rural and suburban carriers that are 
struggling to compete and survive in a time of inflexible pricing and decreased market 
shaft- Passenger carriers pay insurance 24HOVRS a day- TNC's are allowed to pass their 

14per trip " insurance costs directly to the passengers.. No passengers for TNC ~ no 
insurance payment. No passengers or “grounded” conventional carrier's vehicle- 
insurance coverage still being paid for.

The current form E submission process is deplorable and lea ves the carrier at the mercy of 
his instirance company and/or its agent.

ALL of this can be made simpler with a “diamond ” system that forces the vehicle out of 
service and protects the public by using the diamonds on FHV vehicles.

6. 52 Pa Code Chapter 37—Safety Code for Transportation of Property and Passengers.

Thtf regulations in Chapter 37 govern the Commission^ safety requirements for motor camera. The 
Commission solicits input as to whether anv updates or other changes should be made to these regulations.

Conunent:

1, TNC Driver Safety;

33,000 plus TNC drivers (based on drivers purported to be affiliated with Rosier PA LLC 
in documents Rosier PA LLC filed with PUC) have minimal experience picking up 
passengers for hire. TNC Drivers should be administered an online test, for a nominal fee 
to prove that they know PA Code 52 regulations, US DOT regulations and can pass a 
criminal and MVR background check. This fee should be high enough to cover 
administrative costs, development and future implementation of driver safety and 
random/mandatory drug testing of TNC drivers. A TNC driver card similar to a CDL 
medical card would entitle them to drive fora TNC,and certifies the driver as a TNC 
operator

2. Passenger and motorist safety:

TNC’s never inspect their driver’s cars- Neither does the PUC. Using a sticker assessment 
mentioned above, would be a great help in protecting the public from TNC drivers 
driving with little to no knowledge of the regulations. The TNC industry in PA was 
created outside the parameters of normal regulations administered by the PUC 
concerning motor carriers, against the sage warnings of unsafe conditions given by OAL 
Judges- the commission was pressured into conditional experimental licensing ofTNCs 
and the TNC’s created a virtually unregulated industry which was granted permanent life 
by politicians with little to no regard who was going to police and pay for the resulting 
wild-west situation which exists today. The Public's Safety is the reason we taxpayers 
grant power to the politicians and lawmakers to create PUC's in the first place.

Both a TNC vehicle and driver should have credentials defining themselves as such, for 
the safety of all.



7. 52 Fa. Code Chapter!!—General Orders. Policy Statement and Guidelines on Transportation Utilities.

Chapter 41 covers the Commission's odiev statements for transportation. The Commission is soHcitnm 
input as to whether anv provisions contained therein should be modified or codified in the form of a 
regulation. For example, should Scciian-4U4.bc promulgated as a regulation, and if so. what specific 
language should it contain? In particular, if entry standards are to be promulgated as regulations, what specific 
standards, would be necessary to specify as to. for example, operational fitness and financial fitness and would 
this limit the Commission's discretion in the grantin g of motor earner applications?

Comment: If the PUC were looking to ease the barrier of entryfor the micro-carrier class 
(one-vehicle operators) It could very easily do so by-

L Setting the authority “conditional" to accommodate a (I) vehicle limit for a specified 
period of time. Conditions for permanent authority could be simplified, allowing an 
operator that satisfies all conditions to become permanently certificated.

2. Diamond system.

Small carrier or multiple vehicle applicants-

• Base License-similar to NYC TLC requirements.

• Vehicle Diamond

• Driver “PUC” Hack License required.

By using similar guidelines as the NYC TLC, it will allow significantly faster times fora 
carrier to obtain a ‘‘base'' a properly vetted driver to go on the road while providing 
revenue and safety and eliminating the significant costs of doing business as-is.

8. Other. Considerations.

The Commission is soliciting input as to whether anv regulations need to be modified in light of Act 164 of 
2016. Act 85 of 2016. providing for the regulation of Transportation Network Companies fTNCst. as well as 
the recent regulatory chanec which eliminated the requirement for motor common carrier applicants to 
establish need for service. Final Rulemaking Amending 52 Pa. Code Chapters 1.3. 5.23 and 29 to Reduce 
Barriers to Entry for Passenger Motor Carnets. Docket No, L-201S-2507592 (Final Rulemaking Order 
entered October 27,20161.

Comment; Many regulations need to be adapted for the square peg of TNCs to fit in the 
round holes of PUC regulations that provide for free enterprise, a level playing field, and 
consumer and driver protections. The OAU's decision that TNCs SHOULD NOT BE 
GRANTED authority or temporary authority was well founded, yet mostly ignored by the 
Commission (with noted dissent) which created the opening for the legislation to USURP 
the OAU's decision and render the commission's findings after the conditional period was 
up, to be a moot and worthless waste of ALL of the PUC's & OALTs time and, of course, 
boatloads of taxpayer's money. TNCs have lobbied and received a “gift” in Act 164, and 
this gift has turned the PUC into a toothless tiger and rendered the OAU ineffective at best.

TNCs need to provide TRUE operating revenues. And prove to the PUC that the TNC



driver whom is providing the labor, assets and equipment to provide motor carrier service 
aregettingjustcompensationandacap%wise is set. TNC's are nothing more than 
electronic brokers of transportation, with the blessing of one-sided legislation that waives all of 

protections afforded all consumers of other public utilities. They have no profit cap.

TNC’s need to COMPLY with the fair franchise act- the passengers are not the only 
consumers here, DRIVERS also are consumers of the technology and rely on the TNC's 
special motor carrier authority to be able to operate legally. Drivers are being 
systematically cheated by TNC's on several levels and there are NO CONTROLS in any 
of the PUC regulations that define or protect the drivers- all of whom are taxpaying PA 
residents and motorists.

TNC’s must be required to PROVE to the PUC that the cars its drivers use are reported to 
their respective primary owner's insurers as being used to operate as a TNC vehicle (can 
be part of diamond process)-- currently the Onus is on the driverto report himself to his 
own insurer- and this would cause driverto lose his primary coverage under most insurers 
in PA

TNC vehicles can have many thousands of miles of use as a TNC in passenger service- 
without being registered as a taxi or other carrier. People buying these cars after TNC use 
are being cheated because they assume high mileage cars are highway miles, not local for 
hire miles, and certainly dont idle for the hours TNC drivers sit running and waiting for 
fares. TNC vehicles need to have insurance companies notified and have title/insurance 
information as a for hire vehicle noted on the vehicle history record to prevent fraud and 
deception of future purchasers of these vehicles.

TNC’s need to have established minimum and maximum fares, should NOT be allowed to 
charge flat rates or hourly rates. Example- when there is a surge, TNC’s say they charge 
more to incentivize drivers. Ok- Say the surge is 5x or 500% of their base fare, due to 
unregulated fares and unregulated driver condensation, the TNC also profits 500% (or 
more) on the surge, which costs them NOTHING extra to dispatch, so why are they 
allowed to earn 5x as much as they normally do when customers are being forced to pay a 
premium. TNC tariffs are too loose. They need to be defined in black and white, with 
actual rates, not blank spaces as currently in their tariff.

Driverless cars- not provided for in their authority and should never be allowed on road 
for hire without significant fines. The riding public should not be subjected to being crash 
test dummies, even is Uber doesnt charge them.

Remove out of state arbitration for customers of the TNC’s. (drivers and passengers 
unwittingly e-sign documents that usurp PA’s legal system and the PUC by forcing out of 
stete mediation/atbitration on PA residents that use the utility service provided by TNC’s 
certificate of authority- how, where and why someone does business with a public utility 
in the state of PA should be adjudicated and governed by OUR PA legal system.

We can go on for days about TNC’s being given unmitigated power and influence that has 
been destructive to all of the conventional motor carriers of passengers- The OALJ should 
be consulted ami should be given the opportunity to assist in providing the PUC with



language and laws that were conditionally waived that need to be reinstated or adapted to 
protect our citizens.

Commenmrefercncing Docket No. L-2017-2604692 be submitted to the Secretary. Pennsylvania Public Utility 
Commission. Commonwealth Keystone Building. 400 North Street 2ndF]oor. Harrisburg. PA 17120. The 
Commission's contact person is Assistant Counsel Joseph Cardinal- (7171 787.5558.

Final note, the NYC TLC is its own regulatory body, and our PUC should enable itself with the means and 
the ability to regulate the TNC industry into safety, compliance and fair business practices. It's time for 
the promulgation of legislation that mirrors or copies that of NYC, as it WORKS. The public is safer and the 
TNC industry pays its fare share..
Enclosed is an article- and Uber's disgusting remade about the drivers picking up illegal street hails should 
resound here- THEY ARE PICKING UP illegal street hails here in PA too— the difference is LITTLE to 
No enforcement- (very difficult, without any markings, diamonds or special plates) and the difference is 

TREMENDOUS- in NYC the cars are INSURED via TLC TAGS, Diamonds- so they are "only" violating the law 
and there is insurance protection, (commercial insurance on FHVs are in effect all of the time) PA passengers are 
not protected by a driver’s personal policy and it is only a matter of time before a tragedy will occur.

Smokey the Bear used to say "Only YOU can prevent forest fires"... well - only you in charge of the PUC can 
prevent the possible forest fire of tragedy by regulating this industry properly.

Yours truly, 
Robert Ely

i



Exhibits, Regulations and Explanations

Table of Contents:

1. PA HB 1620- Fair Franchise Act

PA law that must be upheld by PUC when considering TOC Drivers.

2. NYC TLC Chapter 59

NYC For Hire Vehicle Regulations (partial of 122 pages)

3. NYC TLC Chapter 55

NYC For Hire DRIVER Regulations (partial of 38 pages)

4. NYC Lively Base Station Application

Complete application shows details and requirements for TNC operation.

5. NYC TLC Black Car/Luxury Limo Base Application

Complete application showing detail required for TNC operation.

6. TLC Notice of termination of affiliation.

Shows how to terminate affiliation or end relationship with driver.

(important to have provisions for proof of certificateholder's termination of 
affiliation in die event of owner operated vehicle now allowed by PUC)

7. TLC Driver License App Web Page

shows the process required to operate as a driver in NYC

8. Greyballing- Used by uber to prevent PUC enforcement.

(2) articles- (1) DOJ investigating Uber (2) Justice Department Expands Inquiry



9. Pictures of Uber operating illegally as a taxi at Mohegan Sun Casino-

Note: roof light and plate number- photo taken and submitted by M. Abbott who 
witness this “cab” picking up several times that evening at the Mohegan Sun 
casino. Other operators, PA plate “SK8AWAY” could not be photographed due to 
non-photographable license plate cover.

10. Screen Shot of Driver's Log Proving illegal use of vehicle.

This is only (1) example of a driver who was dispatched fares AFTER the date the 
vehicle was to be removed from service driver was “pinged” for (3) days after toe 
date of expiration of his model year vehicle. How many vehicles have been 
dispatched by Uber with outdated inspection stickers as well?

( we did not submit this to PUC for enforcement action, but driver states he will 
be happy to submit a statement in writing if needed)

11. Racial discrimination by TNC's proven. 

(2) articles enclosed

oo*
12. Unsolicited tax advice proving that most TNC drivers earn nothing.

emails from Stride “app” purportedly can help TNC drivers pay no taxes. As 
stated in my comments, drivers earn notoing and these emails prove it This is 
proof that toe fair franchise act is being violated Especially egregious against 
drivers whom bought/lease their vehicle from Uber affiliates which get paid by 
Uber prior to the driver obtaining his compensation.



PRINTER'S NO. 2360m
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF PENNSYLVANIA

HOUSE BILL
_______________no. 1620 ~

INTRODUCED BY P. DALEY, THOMAS, SCHLOSSBERG AND McNEILL, 
OCTOBER 15, 2015_______________________________________

REFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, OCTOBER 15, 2015

AN ACT

1 Amending Titles 12 (Commerce and Trade) and 42 (Judiciary and
2 Judicial Procedure) of the Pennsylvania Consolidated
3 Statutes, providing for fair franchises; and, in limitation
4 of time, further providing for one year limitation and for
5 four year limitation.

6 The General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

7 hereby enacts as follows:

8 Section 1. Title 12 of the Pennsylvania Consolidated

9 Statutes is amended by adding a chapter to read:

10 CHAPTER 55

11 FAIR FRANCHISES

12 Beg.

13 5501. Short title of chaoter.

14 5502. Declaration of oolioy.

15 5503. Definition? t

16 5504. Addlicabilitv.

17 5505. Termination and oooortunitv to cure.

18 5506, Renewal of the franchise and notice.

5507. Unfair acts and practices.19



1. 5508. Transfer.

2 5509. Termination.

3 5510. Good faith and fair dealinq.

4 5511. Indemnification,

5 5512. Enforcement.

6 5513. Mediation and actions.

7 5514. Void provisions,

8 5515. Construction,

9 § 5501. Short title of chapter.

10 This act shall be known and mav be cited as the Fair

11 Franchise Act.

12 § 5502. Declaration of colicy,.

13 (a) Declarations.—The General Assemblv finds and declares

14 as follows:

15 (1} Franchise businesses reoresent a larae and arowina

16 seament of this Commonwealth’s retail and service businesses

17 and are raoidlv reolacina more traditional forms of small

18 business ownership in this Commonwealth.

19 (21 Franchisebusinesses involve a ioint enterprise

20 between the franchisor and franchisee in which each oartv has

21 a vested interest and eauitv in the franchised business.

22 (3) Most orosoective franchisees lack baraainina Dower

23 and aenerallv invest substantial amounts to obtain a

24 franchise business when thev are unfamiliar with ooeratina a

25 business, with the business beina franchised and with

26 industry oractices in franchising.

27 (4) Manv franchises reflect a orofound imbalance of

28 contractual cower in favor of the franchisor, and fail to

29 aive due reaard to the legitimate business interests of the

30 franchisee, as a result.of the, franchisor reserving pervasive
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1 contractual riahts over the franchise relationshipT

2 (5) Franchisees mav suffer substantial financial losses

3 when the franchisor does not act in aood faith in the

4 oerformance of the franchise agreement„

5 (6) Traditional common law doctrines have not evolved

6 sufficientlv to protect franchisees adeauatelv from

7 fraudulent or unfair practices in the sale and operation of

8 franchise businesses and sianificant contractual ^nd

9 procedural restrictions have denied franchisees adeauate

10 leaal recourse to protect the franchisees' interests in the

11 businesses.

12 (7) A franchisee's freedom to contract is areatlv

13 limited bv the disparity of baraainina cower and lack of

14 consistent leaal standards and other factors. This act is

15 necessarv to restore freedom to contract and to remove

16 restrictive barriers impedina entrv into industries and

17 markets dominated bv franchise systems.

18 (b) Purposes.—The underlvincr purposes and policies of this

19 chapterare as follows:

20 (1) To promote the comoellina interest of the public in

21 fair business relations between franchisees and franchisors.

22 (2) To protect franchisees aaainst unfair treatment bv

23 franchisors, who inherentlv have superior economic power and

24 superior baraainina cower in the neaotiation of the business.
i
25 (3) To provide franchisees with riahts and remedies in

26 addition to those existina bv contract or common law.

27 (4) To aovern franchise aareements. includina anv

28 renewals or amendments, to the full extent consistent with

29 the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of

30 Pennsylvania^

20150HB1620PN2360 3



1 § 5503. Definitions.>

2 The following words and phrases when used in thi3_chap_tgj_

3 shall have the meanings given to them in this section unless the

4 context clearly indicates otherwise:

5 "Affiliate.11 An entity controlled bv. controlling or under

6 £^mmQiL_cQritrQl^_ftLLt±L_anath.er. .entity.

7 "Fractional franchise." A franchise relationship that 

B satisfies the following criteria when the relationship is 

9 created;

10 m The franchisee, any of the franchisee's current

11 directors or officers or anv current directors or officers of

12 a parent or affiliate has more than two years of experience

13 in the same type of business.

14 (2) The parties have a reasonable basis to anticipate

15 that the sales arising from the relationship will not exceed

16 2Q~b of the franchisee s total dollar volinne m sales dunncjf

17 the first year of operation.

18 "Franchise." As follows:

19 -UJ &ny_Qf_th^jfQJLlciSidLn^

20 li) An express or implied agreement between a

21 franchisor and a franchisee, whether oral or written.

22 which includes all the following:

23 1AJ__ The franchisee is granted the right to

24 offer, sell or distribute goods or services under a

25 marketing plan or system prescribed or suggested in

26 snbs.t^irtiar_parjLJjy. the franchisor.

27 (B) The operation of the business is allowed to

28 be substantially associated with a trademark, service

29 mark, trade name, logotype, advertising or other

30 comme.rc.ial--symbQl owned, controlled or used bv the
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1 franchisor.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20 

21 

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

ill)__ The franchisee is required.to pay a

franchise fee.

(ii) An area franchise.

(iii) A subfranchise.

(ivl_ A commercial relationship _entexed into in 

reasonable reliance on representations of the criteria of 

subparagraph (i),

(v) A commercial relationship explicitly referred to 

as a franchise by the seller.

(2) The term does not include anv of the following:

(il a nonprofit organization operated on a 

cooperative basis by and for independent retailers which 

wholesales goods and services primarily to the 

organization's member retailers and to which all of the 

foilpwin^r apply «-

(A) Each member has substantially the same 

control-and ownership of the cooperative control and 

ownership isapportioned by number of retailunits 

owned.

(B) Only persons that will avail themselves of 

the services furnished bv the organization mav be

(C) Transfer of ownership is prohibited or 

limited.

(Dl Capital investment receives no return.

Benefits to members are made on the basis of 

patronage of the cooperative or on the basis of 

retail units owned.

(FI—A member_is_n_Ql^_p_er_sonally liable for
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8 

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20 

21 

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

1 obligations of the organization in the absence of a 

direct^imdsrt.aJting__pj^JxthQrlzatJLQD^by_jtlie_ineinber^

(G) Services of the organization are furnished 

primarily for the use of a member.

(H) No part of the receipts, income or profit of 

the organization is paid toa.for-profit entity. This 

subparagraph does not include an arms-length payment 

for necessary goods and services.

^1) A member is not regurred to purchase goods— 

or services from a designated for-profit entity other 

than an approved supplier selected on an objective 

basis,

fii) A contract regulated bv the Petroleum Marketing 

Practices Act fPublic Law 95-297, 15 U.S.C. $ 2801 et

seqr? r

ixii)__A contract or business relationship between a

contractor and an automobile club that is a corporation 

not-for-profit and that:

1AJ__ directs.QrL_ref e.r£L_tlie__.automQbile ■Club ' s _

members—and■_other cus_tQmers_JtQ„the. contractor for 

roadside assistance, auto battery, auto repair, auto 

body repair or other motor vehicle-related services;

(B) authorizes the contractor to display the 

automobile club’s trademark, service mark or other

commercial symbol asan indication.of the

contractor's affiliation with the automobile club, 

fiv) An equipment dealer which is a person, 

partnership or corporation that is primarily engaged in 

the business of ratail sal_es of any of the foblowing:

20150HB1620PN2360 6



1

2 iill__Forestry equipment.

3 (C) Industrial and construction equipment.

4 (D) Farm implements.

5 (El Farm machinery.

6 (FI Yard and garden equipment.

1 (G1 Attachments, accessories and repair parts.

8 fvl A franchise relationship that is a fractional

9 franchise.

10 (31 The term does not apply to distribution agreements

11 under section 431 of the act of April 12, 1951 (P.L.90,

12 No.211, known as the Liquor Code.

13 (41 The term does not apply to contracts regulated by

14 the act of December 22. 1983 (P.L.306, No.841. known as the

15 Board of Vehicles Act.

16 "FranchiS-ee^1! A person who is granted a franchise.

17 "Franchisor." A person who grants a franchise.

18 "Good faith." Honesty in fact and the observance of

19 commercialstandards of fair dealing^

20 "Person." An individual, a corporation, a partnership, a

21 limited liability company, a joint venture, an association, a

22 -joint stock company, a trust or an unincorporated organization.

23 "Required payment." All consideration that the franchisee

24 must pay to the franchisor or an affiliate, either bv contract

25 or bv practical necessity, as a condition of obtaining,

26 commencing ■operation, continuing in, ureinstalincL or renewijig_^r_

27 franchise. The term does not include payments for the purchase

28 of reasonable amounts of inventory at bona fide wholesale prices

29 for resale or lease.

30 § 5504. Applicability,

(A) Farm and utility equipment.
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1 A person who engages directly or indirectly in contracts in

2 this Commonwealth in connection with the offering or advertising

3 for sale or has business dealings with resoect to franchises in

4 this Commonwealth shall be subiect to this chaotei: and shall be

5 subiect to the iurisdiction of the courts of this Commonwealth.

6 upon service of process.

7 £_55.Q.5..__ Termination and opportunity to cure,

8 (a) Termination.—A franchisor mav not, directly or through

9 an.officer,.agent or employee, termlna_te__Qr_ cancel a franchise,

10 or substantially change the competitive circumstances of a

11 franchise agreement except for good cause shown.

12 (b) Good cause required.—Good cause shall be based upon a

13 legitimate business reason, which shall include the franchisee^

14 refusal or failure to comply with anv express obligation of the

15 franchise agreement. The franchisor shall have the burden of

16 proving ^rood cause.

17 (cl Defaults.—A default under one franchise agreement mav 

IS not sole 1 v___c_onSti_t_ute._a default under another franchise

19 agreementto which the franchisee or an affiliate of the

20 franchisee is a party.

21 (d) Notice.—Except as provided in subsection (e). prior to

22 termination or cancellation of the franchise, the franchisor 

2 3 shall give the franchlsee_wrltten. notice.at least 45 days in

24 advance of the termination and the written notice shall be in

25 accordance with the following:

26 ('ll The notice shall state all of the reasons

27 constituting good cause for termination or cancellation.

28 (2) The notice shall provide that the franchisee has 30

29 days in which to rectify anv claimed discrepancy.

30 fe) Exceptions.—The following time frames for written
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1 notice shall apply:

2 fl) Notice of immediate termination mav be aiven if a

3 franchisee is convicted in a court of comoetent iurisdiction

4 of an offense:

5 (i) punishable bv a term of imorisonment in excess

6 cOL-one yean

7 (ii) directlv related to the business conduct of the

8 franchise;

9 (ill) materially imoairincr the Goodwill value of the

10 franchise or the franchised trademark m^rk; ^nd

11 fiv) no lonaer aocealable.

12 (2) Notice mav be oiven at anv time followincr the date

13 on which the conviction under oaraaraoh rn is no lonaer

14 appealable and shall be effective upon delivery and written

15 receipt of the notice.

16 (3) A franchisor mav not collect a financial penalty or

17 fee as a conseauence of the convicf.ion„

18 (4) Followina immediate written notice, 24 hours shall

19 be aiven from receipt of the notice if the reason for

20 termination or cancellation is a violation of a law.

21 peculation or standard relatina to an imminent danaer to

22 public health or safety. The franchisee mav cure the

23 violation in that 24-hour period.

24 (5) Followina written notice, if the reason for

25 termination or cancellation is nonpayment of monev due under

26 the franchise aareement, the.franchisee ^hall be entitled to

27 10 davs to cure the default. A franchisee has the riaht to

28 cure three times in anv 12-month period durina the aareement.

29 (6) Fifteen davs notice shall be reauired if the reason

30 for terminatiQn_J-S_vol_uatary abandonment by the franchl_s_ee_^Qf
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1 the franchise relationship.

2 m__ TerminatloitJay—franchisee.—A franchisee may terminate_a

3 franchiae agreement for good cause shown, without penalty or

4 fees. Good cause shall include changes to the franchiae system

5 or the competitive circumstances of the franchise agreement

6 createdL_o_r-expressly required bv the franchisor which would

7 cause substantial negative impact or substantial financial

8 hardship to the franchisee in the operation of the franchise.

9 5506, Renewal of the franchise and...notX-Ce.«-

10 fa) Good cause required.—A franchisor may not, directly or

11 through an officer, agent or employee, fail to renew a

12 franchise, except for good cause shown.

13 (h) Legitimate business reasons.—Good cause shall be based

14 upon a legitimate business reason, which shall include the

15 franchisee's refusal or failure to comply substantially with any

16 material.reasonable and reasonably necessary express obligation

17 of the franchise agreement, including repeated and intentional

18 nonpayment of royalties, advertising or marketing fees clearly

19 required_JiyLJihj&_^£rajichlse_a_q:reemeiit-^

20 (c) Good faith required.—The franchisor is obligated to act

21 in good faith and in accordance with the following;

22 (1) A franchisor mav not refuse to renew a franchise for

23 an arbitrary or capricious reason or for the financial gain

24 of the franchisor or any affiliate of the franchisor.

25 (2) A duty of good faith shall obligate a party to a

26 franchise to:

27 (i) do nothing that will have the effect of

28 destroying or injuring the right of the other party to

29 obtain and receive the expected fruits of the contract;

30 and
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1 (ii) do everything required under the contract to

2 accomplisii_that purpose.

3 (d) Notice.—Before nonrenewal of the franchise, the

4 franchisor shall aive the franchisee written notice at least 90

5 davs in advance of the nonrenewal. The notice shall state all of

6 the reasons constitutina aood cause for the nonrenewal and shall

7 advise that the franchisee has 60 davs in which to rectify anv

B Claimed discreoancv and reinstate the franchisee's riaht to

9 renew the franchise.

10 § 5507. Unfair acts and Dr^qtic?^n

11 (a) Violation.—A violation of a orovision of this chaoter

12 shall constitute an unfair method of comoetition and unfair or

13 deceptive act or practice within the meanina of section 2(4) of

14 the act of December 17. 1968 (P.L.1224. No.387), known as the

15 Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Law. and shall be

16 subiect to the enforcement provisions, civil penalties and

17 private riahts of action contained in the Unfair Trade Practices

18 and Consumer Protection Law.

19 (b) Prohibited acts.—A franchisor may not directly or

20 indirectly do anv of the followincr throuah an affiliate.

21 officer, aaent or employee:

22 (1) Restrict a franchisee from associatina with other

23 franchisees or from ioinina. leadincr or otherwise

24 participatina in a trade or other association or retaliate

25 aoainst a franchisee for encraaincr in the activity,

26 (2) Reauire or prohibit a chancre in management of a

27 franchise unless the reauirement or prohibition of the chanae

28 is for aood cause, which must be stated in writina bv the

29 franchisor and be based on violations of material express

30 P-roy-islons of the franchise agreement. Good cause shall
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1 include requiring that management of the franchise is

2 conducted by personnel who have been trainedLiii_tIie__inaiine^_

3 required of each franchise manager in the system.

4 (3) (i) Impose on a franchise bv a written or oral

5 contract, manual, policy, rule or regulation, a standard

6 of conduct or performance unless the franchisor, the

7 franchisors agents or representatives sustain the burden

8 of proving the standard to be uniformly enforced and

9 apfated_throuqhQut the franchisor's system of similarly

10 situated franchisees, franchisor-owned units and

11 licensees in substantially the same manner,

12 (ii) Notwithstanding subparagraph (i). it shall not

13 be a violation of this chapter for a franchisor to

14 provide forbearance to a franchisee as a means of

15 assistance to the franchisee in performing the

16 franchisee1s obligations under .the franchise, agreement or

17 in operating the franchisee’s franchise in exigent

18 circumstances.

19 JLU Fail to deal fairly and in good faith with a

20 franchisee or an association or other aggregation or

21 incorporation of franchisees in anv matter, including.

22 without limitation, transfer of the franchise, administration

23 of advertising funds, rewards programs, marketing funds and

24 the interpretation, administration and performance of

25 franchise and area development or territory agreements.

26 IhJ Sell, rent or offer to sell to a Jtranchisee_a^

27 product or service for more than a fair and reasonable price

28 or without the reasonable expectation that the sale or rental

29 of the product will promote the profitability of the

30 franchise.eJ-S-hus-iness^
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1 (6) (i) Discriminate between franchises in the charaes

2 offered or made for rovalties, aoods. services.

3 equipment, rentals, advertisina services or in anv other

4 business dealino. unless each of the followina aoolv:

5 (A) The discrimination between franchisees would

6 be necessary to allow a particular franchisee to

7 fai.rlv meet competition in the open market t

6 (B) The discrimination does not adversely affect

9 the business of an existina franchisee.

10 (Q) To the extent that the franchisor satisfies

11 the burden of orovina that a classification of or

12 discrimination between franchisees is reasonable, the

13 discrimination is based on franchises aranted at

14 materially different times, is reasonably related to

15 the difference in time or on other proper ^nd

16 iustifiable distinctions and is not arbitrary or

17 intended to be for the benefit of the franchisor at

18 the expense of a franchisee.

19 (ii) Nothina under this oaraaraoh shall be construed

20 as arantina to a franchisor a riaht which mav be limited

21 bv a Federal or statestatute.

22 H) Notify the franchisee of a claimed breach pf

23 franchise aareement for aood cause not later than 180 davs

24 from the date aood cause arises or not later than 180 davs

25 after the franchisor knew or in the exercise of reasonable

26 care should have known of the claimed aood cause*

27 (81 Fail to make readilv available to a franchisee.

28 without charae. true, accurate and complete copies of each

29 record of marketina. rewards oroaram. advertisina fund and

30 fee that has. been ■paid _byL. a_Xranchisee. vendor, supplier and
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1 licensee.

2 (9) CQerce _a_ franchisee .to _asserLt ±Q.. a. xelease..

3 assignment, novation, waiver or estoppel which would

4 prospectively relieve a person from liability imposed bv this

5 chapter.

6 (IP)___Require or demand that a franchisee pay liquidated

7 or other post termination damages in excess of the average

8 monthly royalty fees paid bv the franchisee during the prior

P 12-_calendax months or _a _sliorter time that-_-cL_ franchised—

10 location has been in the system, multiplied by the lesser of

11 six months or the number of months remaining in the term of

12 the franchise agreement.

13 (11) Engage in an act prohibited under this chapter.

14 directly or indirectly through an affiliate or agent on the

15 part of the franchisor or an affiliate of the franchisor.

16 (12)__ Require or demand that a franchisee pay the legal

17 fees and related expenses of the franchisor or an affiliate

18 of the franchisor in a dispute or proceeding, bv contract or

19 oJiherjrfjLse^—uniess__the_._franch.lspx_.is.. the prevailing

20 provision in a contract in violation of this paragraph shall

21 be void.

22 § 5508.__Transfer.

23 iaJ__ General rule.—A franchisee may not transfer, assign or

24 sell a franchise or interest in a franchise unless the

25 franchisor is notified in writing of the following:

26 XI)__ The^jiQapective^±ransferee_.Qr_.J3uyerls. name,, and.

27 address.

28 (2) A statement of financial qualification and business

29 experience during the previous five years.

30 (p) Approval Qr...gLe.DJka..l-t-r.r.
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1 (1) A franchisor must, within 30 davs after receiot of

2 the notice under subsection fa), do one of the followina:

3 fi) Provide written aooroval to the franchisee for

4 the transfer, assicmment or sale to the orooosed

5 transferee.

6 fiii Denv the Drooosed transferee or buver and

7 provide material reasons relatino to the character.

e financial ability or business experience of the proposed

9 transferee or buyer...

10 12) If the franchisor does not reolv within the 30-dav

11 period under paraaraoh fl). the franchisor's approval shall

12 be deemed to be aranted.

13 fc) Acrreement to reauirements.—A transfer, assianment or

14 sale mav not be valid unless the transferee aarees in writina to

15 comolv with each of the reauirements of the franchise then in

16 effect,

17 fd) Fees.—A fee imposed hv the franchisor as a condition of

18 the transfer shall be limited to the franchisor's reasonable

19 out-of-DOCket exoenses incurred in reviewina and aoDrovina the

20 transfer.

21 (e) Violation.—It shall be a violation of this chapter for

22 £ franchisor to prohibit or interfere with:

23 (1) The transfer of a franchise and the riahts of a

24 franchisee to a onialified purchaser, includina a family

25 member or business partner directly or bv imposina

26 unreasonable stipulations or penalties on a transfer.

27 (2) The transfer bv will or other lawful probate or

28 similar procedure of a franchise and the riahts of a

29 franchisee.

30 $509, Tetp4n^tion,t
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1 (a) Compensation.—Upon termination of a franchise, the

2 following shall apply:

3 HI Except as provided under subsection <b). the

4 franchisor must fairly compensate the franchisee or

5 franchisee’s estate for the fair market value at the time of

6 tj^rjiLinalLiiSJQ^

7 fi) The franchise.

8 fii) The franchisee's inventory, supplies, equipment

9 and furnishings purchasedby the franchiseefrom the

10 franchisor or the franchisor’s approved sources.

11 (iii) The fair market value of good will, if anv.

12 except for personalized items which have no value to the

13 franchisor and inventory, supplies, equipment and

14 furnishings not reasonably required in the conduct of the

15 franchise business.

16 12J__ ■franchisor may__offset_aaalnar„aitQunt3. owed to a

17 franchisee under this subsection anv amount mutually agreed

IB upon.and, owed.by..the.fra.nchisee_..io_.„.the_...franch.lso.r.which.is.

19 not ■the, su]pjeclL_of__a. good faith dispute hy the franchisee,

20 Ihi__ Limitations.—

21 fl) Subsection fa) shall not apply to the following:

22 (i) Voluntary relinquishment or abandonment of the

23 franchise by the franchisee.

24 (ii) Expiration of the franchise agreement if the

25 franchisee does not elect to renew.

26 (2) Compensation of the good will of the franchisee

27 shall not be required to be made to a franchisee if the

28 franchisor agrees in writing not to enforce a covenant which

29 restrains the franchisee from competing with the franchisor

30 in the same or sub3tantially__similar_hu3lness in the same or
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1

2 same_43raperty except the franchisor1s registered trademark or

3 trade name,

4 fcl Construction.—This section shall not be construed to

5 permit the termination or nonrenewal of a franchise agreement

6 except in accordance with.the., express jtexms Q^ tbe frangJbiise

7 agreement and this chapter.

8 § 55iq,__Good faith and fair dealing,

9 EaolL^anclii.sorL_shalJL_Qwe a duty of good faith, as described

10 under section 5506fcl (relating to renewal of the franchise and

11 notice), and fair dealing to each franchisee.

12 § 5511. Indemnification.

13 fa) Duty.—A franchisor must indemnify and hold harmless a

14 franchisee from financial loss and expense, including legal fees

15 and costs, arising out of a claim, demand, suit or judgment bv

16 reason of _a. defect in merchandise, method5._ox__prQcedur.es__

17 prescribed bv the franchisor and required to be performed by the

18 franchisee, except for the negligent act or willful misconduct

19 of the franchisee_whxch__causes the loss or expense.

20 fb) Liability.—A franchisee, franchisee association or

21 cooperative of franchisees shall not be liable for the

22 negligence or misconduct of a supplier or distributor of

23 products or services prescribed by the fr^chlsor ar fqr tbe

24 failure of a product or service prescribed by the franchisor

25 which is not fit for the particular purpose for which the

26 product.orservice was prescribedorany related purpose.A,

27 contractual provision in contradiction with this subsection

28 shall be void as against public policy.

29 § 5512. Enforcement.

30 (a) Action.—If a franchisor_vipla.tea_a^prQvi_slon of this

substantially similar manner at the same location using the
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1 chapter a franchisee mav bring an action against the franchisor

2 in a court_of-.competent jurisdiction of this Commonwealth for

3 anv of the following:

4 Damages sustained by the franchisee as a consequence

5 of the franchisors violation.

6 <21 The actual cos-ts of, the action, including^

*7 reasonable, actual attorney fees.

8 f3) Injunctive relief against unlawful termination,

9 cancellationor nonrenewal.

10 (b) Governance and jurisdiction.—Notwithstanding a term or

11 provision of a franchise agreement to the contrary, the

12 following shall apply:

13 (11 The laws of this Commonwealth shall govern th^

14 interpretation of the franchise agreement of a franchise

15 located in this Commonwealth and the performance of the

16 parties.

17 (21 The Federal courts with jurisdiction over cases

18 filed in a district in this Commonwealth and courts of this

19 Commonwealth Shail....ha.y.e.exdusiy.Q-iurisdiction with respect

20 to an action brought under this chapter or an action brought

21 bv a franchisor concerning a franchise located in this

22 Commonwealth.

23 (cl Attorney General.—On the written reguesjLof a

24 franchisor or a franchisee, the Attorney General mav enforce

25 compliance with this chapter.

26 § 5513. Mediationandactions.

27 (al Mediation.—A clause or provision in a franchise

28 agreement requiring the parties to submit to nonbindina

29 mediation as a precondition to litigation or arbitration shall

30 be enforceabJjs____onlv if the mediation is conducted at a location
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1 within this Commonwealth and reasonably convenient to the

2 franchisee,.,

3 (b) Actions.—Nothing in a franchise agreement may deprive a

4 franchisee from participating as member of a class action or in

5 a consolidated action.

6 § 5514. Void provisions.

7 A provision in a franchise agreement which requires a party

8 fo__the_aareement to commence an action within a shorter period

9 than allowed under 42 PafC.S. §§ 5523 (relating to one year

10 Iimitatio_nj__and.3525 _(relatinq to four year limitation) shall be

11 void as against public policy.

12 § 5515. Construction.

13 (a) Liberal construction.—This chapter shall be liberally

14 construed_and ■applied to promote the chapter1s underlying

15 remedial purposes and policies.

16 (b) Effect.—The effect of this chapter mav not be varied or

17 waived by contract or agreement. A contract or agreement

18 purporting to vary or waive the effect of this chapter shall be

19 void and unenforceable to that extent only.

20 Section 2. Sections 5523 and 5525 of Title 42 are amended to

21 read;

22 § 5523. One year limitation.

23 The following actions and proceedings must be commenced

24 within one year:

25 (1) An action for libel, slander or invasion of privacy.

26 (2) An action upon a bond given as security by a party

27 in any matter, except a bond given by a condemnor in an

28 eminent domain proceeding.

29 (3) An action upon any payment or performance bond.

30 Mi An action under 12 Pa.C.S. Ch. 55 frelatina to fair
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1 franchises) accruing during the pendency of a civil, criminal 

ox ■adminia.tr.ati^e...proceeding Aqainat---fl^4afiraQiLJaraught^Jiy^lie_ 

United States or anv Federal agency under a Federal act or 

brought by the Commonwealth or anv of the Commonwealth's 

political subdivisions under the laws of this Commonwealth 

related to antitrust laws or to franchising, the action must 

be commenced within one year after the final disposition of 

the civil, criminal or administrative proceeding.

§ 5525. Four year limitation.

(a) General rule.—Except as provided for in subsection (b), 

the following actions and proceedings must be commenced within 

four years:

(1) An action upon a contract/ under seal or otherwise, 

for the sale, construction or furnishing of tangible personal 

property or fixtures.

(2) Any action subject to 13 Pa.C.S. § 2725 (relating to 

statute of limitations in contracts for sale).

(3) An action upon an express contract not founded upon 

an instrument in writing.

(4) An action upon a contract implied in law, except an 

action subject to another limitation specified in this 

subchapter.

(5) An action upon a judgment or decree of any court of 

the United States or of any state.

(6) An action upon any official bond of a public 

official, officer or employee.

(7) An action upon a negotiable or nonnegotiable bond, 

note or other similar instrument in writing. Where such an 

instrument is payable upon demand, the time within which an 

action on it must be commenced shall be computed from the
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1 later of either demand or any payment of principal of or

2 interest on the instrument.

3 (8) An action upon a contract, obligation or liability

4 founded upon a writing not specified in paragraph (7), under

5 seal or otherwise, except an action subject to another

6 limitation specified in this subchapter.

7 All__An action arising out of 12 Fa.C.S. Ch. 55 (relating

8 to fair franchises). except as provided under section 5523

9 jjc&jL-atlng to ono-y^At-lAmitatxonl,

10 (b) Special provisions.—

11 (1) An action subject to section 8315 (relating to

12 damages in actions for identity theft) must be commenced

13 within four years of the date of the offense or four years

14 from the date of the discovery of the identity theft by the

15 plaintiff.

16 12)__ If a person liable under 12 Pa.C.S. Ch, 55

17 fraudulently conceals the cause of action from the knowledge

18 of the person entitled to bring the action, the period prior

19 to the discovery of the cause of action by the, person

20 entitled to bring the cause of action shall be excluded in

21 determining the time limit for the commencement of the

22 action.

23 Section 3. This act shall apply to contracts entered into or

24 renewed on or after the effective date of the addition of 12

25 Pa.C.S. Ch. 55.

26 Section 4. This act shall take effect in 60 days.
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§59A-01 Scope of this Sub-chapter

(a) To establish the procedures, rules and requirements for obtaining and maintaining 
a For-Hire Vehicle License, including:

(1) For-Hire Livery Vehicles

(2) For-Hire Black Car Vehicles

(3) For-Hire Luxury Limousine Vehicles

(b) To provide penalties for violations of the rules and requirements for maintaining a 
For-Hire Vehicle License.

(c) Except as otherwise provided, this chapter does not apply to For-Hire Vehicles 
that are Street Hail Liveries. The requirements for Street Hail Livery service are 
provided in Chapter 82 of these Rules.

§59A-02 Penalties

(a) Unlicensed Activity.

(1) Unlicensed Activity is the act of providing or advertising the provision of 
any Commission-regulated for hire transportation service by:

(i) Any Licensee whose License is suspended, revoked, or expired 
and not yet renewed, or

(ii) Any person who does not hold a Valid License or 
Authorization from the Commission as a for hire driver, for the for 
hire vehicle, or for the for hire service, as applicable.

(2) Unlicensed Activity specifically includes the activities listed in § 19-506 
and §19-528 of the Administrative Code, and can subject the violator to 
the seizure and possible forfeiture of the vehicle involved.

(b) Specific Penalties. If there are specific penalties for violating a Rule, they are 
shown at the end of the Rule. The penalty section also states whether the violator 
must attend the Hearing.

(c) Payment of Fines.
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(1) Fines are due within 30 days of the day the Respondent is found guilty of 
the violation, unless:

(i) the Respondent files an appeal of the decision issued by the Taxi 
and Limousine Tribunal within the time required by Chapter 5 of 
Title 48 of the Rules of the City of New York, in which case the 
payment of the fines will be deferred until 30 days after the date of 
the appeal decision.

(2) If the fine is not paid by the close of business on the date due, the 
Commission will notify the Respondent in writing that the Respondent’s 
License will be suspended in 10 business days of the date of the 
notification until the fine is paid, unless the Respondent demonstrates to 
the Commission, in person or in writing, that the fine has been paid.

§59A-03 Definitions Specific to this Sub-chapter

(a) Applicant in this Sub-chapter means an Applicant for an original or renewal For- 
Hire Vehicle License.

(b) Black Car is a Vehicle that affiliates with a Black Car Base.

(c) Black Car Base is a For-Hire Base that operates as follows:

(1) All Black Car Vehicles are dispatched on a pre-arranged basis

(2) All Black Car Vehicles are owned by franchisees of the Base or are 
members of a cooperative that operates the Base; and

(3) More than ninety percent (90%) of the Base’s business is on a payment 
basis other than direct cash payment by a Passenger

(d) Driver in this Sub-chapter means a For-Hire Driver.

(e) For-Hire Base (or "Base”) is the Commission-licensed business for dispatching 
For-Hire Vehicles and the physical location from which For-Hire Vehicles are 
dispatched; a For Hire Base can be any of the following:

(1) A Black Car Base,

(2) A Livery Base (or Base Station),
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(3) A Luxury Limousine Base.

(f) For-Hire Driver in this Sub-chapter means a Driver of a For-Hire Vehicle.

(g) For-Hire Vehicle is a motor Vehicle Licensed by the Commission to carry 
Passengers For-Hire in the City, which:

(1) Has a seating capacity of 20 or fewer Passengers

(2) Has three or more doors

(3) Is not a Taxicab, a Commuter Van, or an authorized bus as defined by 
NYS law.

(h) Issuing Jurisdiction is a county within New York State and covered by Article 17- 
B, Section 498 of the New York Vehicle and Traffic Law that issues its own 
approval to allow a vehicle within its jurisdiction to contract for hire and perform 
pre-arranged pick-ups and drop-offs of one or more Passengers.

(i) License in this Sub-chapter means a License for a For-Hire Vehicle.

(j) Livery is a For-Hire Vehicle that is affiliated with a Livery Base Station.

(k) Livery Base Station (“Base” or “Base Station”) is a For-Hire Base that operates as 
follows:

(1) All Livery Vehicles are dispatched from the Base on a pre-arranged basis.

(2) All Livery Vehicles are designed to carry fewer than six (6) Passengers.

(3) Passengers are charged for service on the basis of a flat rate, time, 
mileage, or zones.

(l) A Luxury Limousine is a For-Hire Vehicle that is affiliated with a Luxury 
Limousine Base.
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(m) Luxury Limousine Base is a For-Hire Base that operates as follows:

(1) All Luxury Limousines are dispatched from the Base by pre-arrangement.

(2) Luxury Limousine Vehicles have a seating capacity of 20 or fewer 
Passengers.

(3) More than ninety percent (90%) of its business is on a payment basis other 
than direct cash payment by a Passenger.

(4) Passengers are charged “garage to garage” service on the basis of a flat 
rate, time or mileage.

(n) Owner or Vehicle Owner in this Sub-chapter refers to the title owner, registered 
owner or lessee of a For-Hire Vehicle. An Owner can be a Business Entity or a 

person.

(o) Penalty Point is a non-monetary penalty assessed against either a Base Owner or 
the Owner of a For-Hire Vehicle if they are convicted of certain violations in this 
Sub-chapter.

(p) Qualified Jurisdiction is an Issuing Jurisdiction that meets the requirements for 
reciprocity described in §498 of the NYS Vehicle and Traffic Laws.

(q) Qualified Vehicle License (or "OVL”) is the license issued by a Qualified 
Jurisdiction to that jurisdiction’s vehicles authorizing them to provide pre
arranged, for-hire transportation within its jurisdiction.

(r) Qualified Driver’s License (or “ODL') is a license issued by a Qualified 
Jurisdiction to that jurisdiction’s drivers authorizing them to operate an authorized 
vehicle to provide pre-arranged, for-hire transportation within its jurisdiction.

(s) Reciprocity (or Reciprocal Recognition) means that:

(1) New York City For-Hire Vehicles and Drivers can do pickups or drop 
offs in Qualified Jurisdictions for trips ending or beginning in NYC, 
and
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(2) Vehicles and drivers that are licensed to perform for-hire transportation 
by a Qualified Jurisdiction can do pickups or drop offs in NYC for trips 
ending or beginning in the Qualified Jurisdiction.

(t) Vehicle in this Sub-chapter refers to a For-Hire Vehicle.

§59A-04 Licensing - General Requirements

(a) Reserved. Identification.

(b) Reserved. Age.

(c) Reserved. Fingerprinting for Good Moral Character.

(d) Designate Drivers as Agents to Receive Service.

(l) An Applicant for a For-Hire Vehicle License (and a Licensee) must
designate every Driver who operates one of Owner’s Vehicles as an agent 
for accepting service of summons or Commission notices to correct 
defects in the Vehicle.

(i) Delivery of the summons or notice to correct defect(s) to a Driver 
. will be adequate notice to the Vehicle Owner.

(ii) The Commission will send a photocopy of any summons or notice 
to correct defect(s) to the Vehicle Owner and the Base Owner of 
record.

(2) An Applicant for a For-Hire Vehicle License (and a Licensee) must
designate every Driver who operates one of Owner’s Vehicles as agent for 
service of any legal process from the Commission that can be issued 
against the Owner.

(e) Inspection Required for a New Vehicle License.

(1) An Applicant for a new For-Hire Vehicle License (or approval for a
replacement vehicle) must demonstrate that the vehicle was inspected at 
the Commission’s Safety and Emissions Division within ten days:

(i) After being issued T&LC plates by the N YS DMV, or
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(ii) After the Commission's acceptance of the application for vehicles 
registered outside New York State

(2) Vehicles must pass inspection within 60 days after the date of the first 
scheduled inspection before the new For-Hire Vehicle License will be 
issued.

(3) The maximum number of inspections allowed in this 60-day period is 
four.

(4) The maximum limit of four inspections applies whether the Applicant 
submits only the original vehicle, or also submits a replacement vehicle.

(5) Failure of the original vehicle or any replacement vehicle to pass an
inspection after four tries within the 60-day period will result in denial of 
the application.

(6) Nature of the Inspection.

(i) If the vehicle has accumulated fewer than 500 miles traveled at the 
time the vehicle arrives at the Commission's facility for inspection, 
irrespective of the vehicle’s model year, the inspection will be only 
a visual inspection.

(ii) Unless exempt under (i), if the vehicle is a year 1996 or later 
model:

A. The vehicle must pass (i) the vehicle inspection 
requirements set forth in Section 301 of the NYS Vehicle 
and Traffic Law, (ii) a visual inspection of the interior and 
exterior of the vehicle to verify compliance with these 
Rules, and (iii) inspection to verify compliance with any 
other applicable laws, rules and requirements.

B. The inspection will count as one of the '‘tri-annual” 
inspections required by §59A-26 of this Sub-chapter.

(iii) Unless exempt under (i), if the vehicle is a year 1995 or earlier 
model, or if the vehicle is of any model year and the vehicle’s
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§55-01 Scope of this Chapter

(a) To establish procedures for the licensing, monitoring and regulation of For-Hire 
Drivers.

(b) To establish operating rules to protect customers and the public.

(c) To establish appropriate penalties for the violation of these Rules.

§55-02 Penalties

(a) Unlicensed Activity.

(1) Unlicensed Activity is the act of providing or advertising the provision of 
any Commission-regulated for-hire transportation service by:

(i) Any Licensee whose License is suspended, revoked, or expired 
and not yet renewed, or

(ii) Any person who does not hold a Valid License or 
Authorization from the Commission as a for hire driver, for the 
for-hire vehicle, or for the for hire service, as applicable;

(2) Unlicensed Activity specifically includes the activities listed in §19-506 
and §19-528 of the Administrative Code, and can subject the violator to 
the seizure and possible forfeiture of the vehicle involved.

(b) Specific Penalties. If there are specific penalties for violating a Rule, they will be 
shown at the end of the Rule. The penalty section also states whether the violator 
must attend a Hearing.

(c) Payment of Fines

(1) Fines are due within 30 days of the day the Respondent is found guilty of 
the violation, unless:

(i) the Respondent files an appeal of the decision issued by the Taxi 
and Limousine Tribunal within the time required by Chapter 5 of 
Title 48 of the Rules of the City of New York, in which case the 
payment of the Ones will be deferred until 30 days after the date of 
the appeal decision.

(2) If the fine is not paid by the close of business on die date due, the 
Commission will notify the Respondent in writing that the Respondent’s 
License will be suspended in 10 business days of the date of the
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notification until the fine is paid, unless the Respondent demonstrates to 
the Commission, in person or in writing, that the fine has been paid.

§55-03 Definitions Specific to this Chapter

(a) Applicant in this Chapter means an Applicant for an original or renewal For-Hire 
Driver’s License.

(b) Application in this chapter refers to an application for a For-Hire Driver’s License 
including all documentation and other information submitted as part of the 
application.

(c) Black Car is a Vehicle that affiliates with a Black Car Base.

(d) Black Car Base is a For-Hire Base that operates as follows:

(1) All Black Car Vehicles are dispatched on a pre-arranged basis;

(2) All Black Car Vehicles are owned by franchisees of the Base or are 
members of a cooperative that operates the Base; and

(3) More than ninety percent (90%) of the Base’s business is on a payment 
basis other than direct cash payment by a Passenger.

(e) Critical Driver’s Program is a Commission program that charges additional 
penalties to a Driver who accumulates a certain number of Department of Motor 
Vehicle points on his or her state driver’s license within a certain amount of time.

(0 Driver, in this chapter, means a For-Hire Driver.

(g) For-Hire Base (or "Base ") is the Commission-licensed business for dispatching 
For-Hire Vehicles and the physical location from which For-Hire Vehicles are 
dispatched; a For-Hire Base can be any of the following:

(1) A Black Car Base,

(2) A Livery Base (or Base Station),

(3) A Luxury Limousine Base.

(h) For-Hire Driver in this Chapter means a driver of a For-Hire Vehicle.

(i) For-Hire Vehicle is a motor vehicle Licensed by the Commission to carry 
Passengers for hire in the City, which:

(1) Has a seating capacity of 20 or fewer Passengers;
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(2) Has three or more doors;

(3) Is not a Taxicab, a Commuter Van, or an authorized bus as defined by 
NYS law.

(j) Issuing Jurisdiction is a county within New York State contiguous to New York 
City that issues its own approval to allow a vehicle within its jurisdiction to 
contract for hire and perform pre-arranged pick-ups and drop-offs of one or more 
Passengers.

(k) License in this Chapter means a License to drive a For-Hire Vehicle.

(l) Livery is a For-Hire Vehicle that is affiliated with a Livery Base Station.

(m) Livery Base Station or "Base Station "is a For-Hire Base that operates as follows:

(1) All Livery Vehicles are dispatched from the Base Station on a pre
arranged basis;

(2) All Livery Vehicles are designed to carry fewer than six (6) Passengers;

(3) Passengers are charged for service on the basis of a flat rate, time, 
mileage, or zones.

(n) A Luxury Limousine is a For-Hire Vehicle that is affiliated with a Luxury 
Limousine Base.

(o) A Luxury Limousine Base is a For-Hire Base that operates as follows:

(1) All Luxury Limousines are dispatched from the Base by pre-arrangement;

(2) Luxury Limousine Vehicles have a seating capacity of 20 or fewer 
Passengers;

(3) More than ninety percent (90%) of its business is on a payment basis other 
than direct cash payment by a Passenger;

(4) Passengers are charged “garage to garage” service on the basis of a flat 
rate, time or mileage.

(p) Qualified Jurisdiction is an Issuing Jurisdiction that meets the requirements for 
reciprocity described in §498 of the NYS Vehicle and Traffic Law.
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(q) Qualified Vehicle License (or "QVL”) is the license issued by a Qualified 
Jurisdiction to that jurisdiction’s vehicles authorizing them to provide pre
arranged, for-hire transportation within its jurisdiction.

(r) Qualified Driver's License (or “QDL ") is a license issued by a Qualified 
Jurisdiction to that jurisdiction’s drivers authorizing them to operate an authorized 
vehicle to provide pre-arranged, for-hire transportation within its jurisdiction.

(s) Reciprocity (or Reciprocal Recognition) means that:

(1) New York City For-Hire Vehicles and Drivers can do pickups or drop offs 
in Qualified Jurisdictions for trips ending or beginning in NYC, and

(2) Vehicles and drivers that are licensed to perform for-hire transportation by 
a Qualified Jurisdiction can do pickups or drop offs in NYC for trips 
ending or beginning in the Qualified Jurisdiction.

(t) Use an Electronic Communication Device (or Using an Electronic 
Communication Device), in this Chapter, means to

(1) Operate any function of an Electronic Communication Device in any way, 

or
(2) Have a device permitting hands-free operation of an Electronic 

Communication Device in or near the ear.
(3) Exception: A short business-related communication with a Base is NOT a 

Use of an Electronic Communication Device if all of the following are 
true:
(i) The communication is about a Dispatch; and
(ii) The communication occurs using either an FCC-licensed 

commercial two-way radio or a device which is mounted in a fixed 
position and not hand-held; and

(Hi) The communication occurs using either voice or one-touch pre
programmed buttons or keys.

(u) Vehicle, in this Chapter, refers to a For-Hire Vehicle.

§55-04 Licensing - Requirements

(a) Reserved. Age.

(b) Reserved. Identification.

(c) Chauffeur’s License. An Applicant must hold a Valid Chauffeur’s License.

(d) Reserved. Fitness for the Job.

(e) Reserved. Speak and Understand English.
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(f) Reserved. Familiar with Geography.

(g) Pass Drug Test.

(1) All Applicants for new For-Hire Driver’s License, except New York City 
Police Officers, must be tested, at the Applicant’s expense, for Drugs.

(2) The Commission designates who can perform the drug test and will only 
designate an individual or entity that has a permit issued by the New York 
State Department of Health.

(3) If an Applicant tests positive for Drugs, the Commission will deny the 
Applicant’s license. This decision is final.

(h) Fingerprinting for Determining Good Moral Character.

(1) An Applicant for a For-Hire Driver’s License will be fingerprinted for the 
purpose of securing criminal history records from the New York State 
Division of Criminal Justice Services.

(2) The criminal history of any Applicant, including a renewal Applicant, will 
be reviewed in a manner consistent with Article 23-A of the New York 
State Correction Law.

(3) The application of any Applicant will be denied, and the For-Hire Driver’s 
License of any current holder will be revoked, following a conviction for 
any serious criminal offense (as described in §498.1(0 of the New York 
Vehicle and Traffic Law).

(4) The Applicant will pay any processing fee required by the State.

(i) Agreement to Accept Legal Notices or Processes.

(1) An Applicant must agree to accept service of any sort of notice or legal 
process issued by any agency of the City of New York upon the Applicant 
(Licensee) at the Applicant’s Mailing Address.

(2) These official notices can be left with a member of the Applicant’s family 
or any other person who resides with the Applicant at the Mailing 
Address.

(j) Training. The Commission requires that Applicants for a License complete the
required courses, provided however, that beginning on and after the effective date
of this rule, and until a date to be posted by the Chairperson on the Commission’s
Web site, new Applicants will not be required to complete Authorized Driver
Education Training at the time of licensure and will be issued a License
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conditioned on completing such course at such time as the course is available. On 
or after a date to be set by the Chairperson and posted on the Commission's Web 
site at least 60 days prior to such date: (1) conditional Licensees must complete 
Authorized Driver Education Training and pass prescribed tests within 90 days as 
a condition of continued Licensure, and (2) Applicants must complete all required 
courses and pass prescribed tests as administered by the Commission or at its 
direction in order to obtain a License.

(1) Defensive Driving Course, (i) An Applicant for a new License must hold 
a current certificate of completion that was issued no more than three 
years prior to the application date for the required hours of instruction in a 
Defensive Driving Course.

(ii) An Applicant for a renewal License must hold a current certificate of 
completion that was issued no more than three years prior to the 
application date for the required hours of instruction in a Defensive 
Driving Course dated within three years of the date of the renewal 
application.

(2) Authorized Driver Education Training. After an application for licensure 
has been accepted by the Agency, an Applicant for a new License must 
complete the Authorized Driver Education Training course and pass an 
examination on course subjects as a condition of licensure.

(3) Authorized License Renewal Course. An Applicant for a renewal License 
must complete the Authorized License Renewal Course within 60 days 
prior to the renewal application date.

(4) Military Exemption. Any Applicant for a License who previously held a 
Valid License will not be required to take Authorized Driver Education 
Training, provided that Applicant meets the following conditions:

(i) The Applicant's License expired solely because the Applicant was 
not available to renew his or her License because he or she was 
engaged in active military service.

(ii) The Applicant’s military service began before the expiration date 
of his or her prior License.

(iii) The Applicant filed an application within 90 days of completing 7 
active military service, and in no event later than three years 
following expiration of the prior License.

(iv) The Applicant provided proof of the dates of active military 
service.
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Commission

LIVERY BASE STATION NEW APPLICATION AND CHECKLIST

Please visit www.nvc.oov/tlcselfschedulina to schedule an appointment to submit your completed application, 
required documentation and fees via appointment Please visit our website for more information at
www-nyc.ftovftlc.

Name Inquiry / Name Reservation Request - Copy of approved Name Inquiry Form. □

Application to Operate a New Livery Base Station - Must be completely fflled-out and signed. □

Zero outstanding judgments to the TLC, NYS DMV Traffic Violations Bureau (TVB), Department of Finance (DOF) Parking 
Violations and DOF Red Light Bureau - If any outstanding judgement (i.e., unpaid tickets) are discovered, yoiff application wdl not be 
processed.

□

Application fee of $1,500 - Money Order, Company Check, Certified Check or Credit Card (MasterCard, Visa, AMEX and 
Discover). Monev Orders. Comnanv Checks and Certified Checks are made oavable to: NYC Taxi & Limousine Commission.

□

Seventy-five dollar ($75) - Money Order PER Individual required to be fingerprinted or Credit Card (Master Card, Visa, AMEX 
and Discover). Money Orders am marie payable to: NYC Taxi & Limousine Commission. Please note: Anv individual that holds 
10% or more of the shares OR a title (e g. President Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, or Member) must be fingerprinted.

□

Two forms of Identification for each person being added. A valid government issued Identification and a soda! security card. 
(Required for new owner, partner, officer, or stockholder of company).

□

Lease or statement bv a landlord to lease office space with a start and exoi ration date. Lessor's and Lessee’s ortnted name 
and signature. Contact information must be signed by both parties. □

Letter of No Objection from the Department of Buildings for the Base Station location (stamped or dated no more than two 
years before the date of thte application).

□

Copy of resumes of afl individuals, partners, officers, principals and stockholders, together with a cover letter 
demonstrating their ability to manage a base station.

□

Vehicle registration, driver licenses and current telephone numbers of the partners, officers, principals and stockholders. □

Statements and business records to disclose all Individuals, partners, managers, officers, principals, and stockholders.
Please ensure that toe # of shares per person is indicated. You may bring in a current affirmed meeting minutes.

□

Proof of business status. If a mmomtion. vou must oroduce a Certificate of tocorooration and a Oina recebt. If a oartmrshin 
you must produce a Partnership Certificate. If a sole proprietor, you must produce a Business Certificate. □

Proof of "Active'’ Status with the N.Y. Department of State; You may verify your status via toe NYS Department of State 
website at https^/www.doa.ny.qov/ Reflse bring in a screen printout

□

Proof of EM / Social Security No.- If a corporation or oartnershia vou must submit an IRS issued 145-C letter. If a sole 
oroorietor. vou must submit oroof of soda! security number. □

Dispatch App Disci (sure - If you use an app (ie. An iOS/Andrbd app or web page) to dispatch, you wfll be required to disclose 
information on that app. (Please see disclosure page attached to file appScation forms.)

□

Privacy and Security Policies (if coSectlng passenger identifying, geolocation, or credit card information) □

PLEASE TURN OVER FOR ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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These requirements are required with submission of application, continued:

Comprehensive Operatlng'Plan (COP). There is an additional hand-out which details what must be provided. Please adhere to 
the format on the hand-out It Is available on our website at www.nvc.aov/tic or vou mav visit our LIC office at 31-00 47* Avenue 
a*1 Floor, Long Island City, NY 11101 to obtain more information.

□

Zone Rate schedule map or Rate of Fare book, whichever is appropriate.

Affirmation - Riled out and signed by one officer representing the owners). □
An Environmental Assessment Statement fEASl. An EAS How-To Guide is available cn our website at: www nvc nnv/tlc nr 
you may visit our LIC office at 31-00 47* Avenue 3s1 Floor, Long Island City, NY 11101 to obtain more Information.

Original letters of no objection from City Council Member (CM), Community Board (CB) and Local Police Precinct (PD)
OR cooies of the letters reouesttno the “Letter of No Oblectionn alono with the oriolnal sinned certified mail recelots for 
the three (9) entities. Please md<e sure you are machine out to the correct entities. Please note - the letter sent to the Citv 
Council Member (CM). Community Board (CB) and Local Police Precinct (PD) must Indude copies of page 1 A 2 of the 
application form, affirmation oaoe and a coov of formal lease aoreement or contract for the Off-Street Paridno (OSPI. In addition, 
foe letter must Inform foe CM, CB or PD that If they want additional documents that they should request them when needed. If 
additional documents are requested, please provide them in a timely manner so that you may receive their response to submit 
with your renewal packet

CM CB PD

These requirements are required once the base application has been approved by City Council:

Original Surety Bond of $5,000 for the benefit of the City of New Yorft: {Note-You MUST bring the original; a copy will not be 
accepted). If application (NEW) is considered for approval on or after July 1, foe bond is still required to reflect coverage for one 
year. The Bond on file must be current and maintained ail ALL times.

□

Roof of at least 10 vehicles affiliated with the base. Upon approval, you must immediately have 10 licensed vehicles 
affiliated with your base.

n

Proof of compliance with Rule §59B-17(c) (ability to provide wheelchair accessible service on demand). Either a signed 
contract with ore*tier - indudno start and excitation date of contract - or oroof of ownershfc> of vehide that can nmvide 
accessible service must be provided.

LJ

Copy of the most recent phone bPI for your base station telephone number. Please make sure the address on the phone 
bill is the same address as your base station. □

Certificate of Workers’ Compensation Insurance - Bases are required to provide documentation reflecting Workers' 
Compensation Insurance Coverage or exemption from providing this coverage.

c

Filing an application does not grant operating authority Operating a base station before the license application Is approved AND an 
actual base license Is issued to the base is Illegal and wiO subject the applicant to fines and other penalties. Applicants found gulty of 
operating an unOcensed base station will be subject to disqualification from operation of a base station for a period of three years.
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TfexJ & Limousine 
CommlssSon

AEPUfiATiONTQ OPERATE A NEW LIVERY BASE STATON
Please visit www.nyc.qpv/tlcsetfechedulinQ to schedule an appointment to submit your completed application, 
required documentation and fees via appointment Please visit our website for more Information at: 
www.nvc.oo Wtlc.

License ff:

Note: Please enter your current license #. If this app&cation for N EW base please leave blank.

L BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON BASE STATION
(All Adds tn (his section aaist bo fitted*out completely for your application to be processed)

Business Name

D/B/A

Address

City

E-Mail
(required)

Website Address 
(required):

Base Phono ft

24 Hour 
Phone ft

FCC Lie. #: 
Or Indicate alternate 

method used to 
commurticate with 

vehicles

Zip Code:

BNftQ or

Proof of E1N / Social Seciattv No. - If a carooralien or oartnerdrip. you must 
submit an IRS issued CP-57 5 Motice ora 145-C ^ter. If a sdte moprietor. you must 
submit proof of soeief secuiiy nunber.

Business Type (Please check one)

Bote Proprietorship Partnership

Corporation LLC

If a Corporation, please fid 0 of shares Authorized: Please fist # of shams Issued/ Outstanding:

fl, OFF-STREET PARKING INFORMATION (OSP) - The base must have tiaff 
If the base has 10 whicles. 1.5 roles. Ptoase Note - The
OSP must be in a location zoned for the operation a parking feeflity,

LOCATION 01 

Address:____ _

0 of Spaces: MQeagoto Base:

LOCATION 02 

Address:_____

fifttoago to Base:
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III. LiSTMO OF ALL OWNERS, OFFICERS, PARTNERS, 
; photocopied if needed far addiflonal officers ______ _

can He

Last Name:

Address:

City:

How long at this 
»?

of Birth:

Title:

FbstName:

Zip Code:

#of DMVQcsnse0:

BN/S SNA:

DttVUconso

UkMttl _^L Yaw

Phone ft

Last Name: 

Address: 

City:

(tow long at (his 
Address?

Date of Birth:

Title:

Last Name:

City:

How long at this 
Address?

Date of Birth:

T»e:

Last Name:

Cty:

How long at fills 
Address?

Date of Birth:

Title:

First Name:

First Nano:
\
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IV. BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE

PLEASE NOTE - ALL OFFICERS MUST FILL OUT THIS FORM.

Any hdivfdual that holds 10% or more of the shares OR a title as President, Vice President Secretary, Treasurer or 
Member must completely fill-out this page. Please make additional copies of this page if necessary.

All questionnaires must be COMPLETED & SUBMITTED with your application.

Name forint):

Slq nature:
A

Today's Date: Telephone#:

Title: #of Shares:

Base Name: Base #:

HqyftypMfiygc

A) been convicted of any crime anywhere?

B) had any type of license suspended or revoked?

C) had any TLC license with your name under any 
other individual, partners, corporations, officers, 
principle and/or stockholders?

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

If you answered “YES" to any of the preceding three questions you must provide a signed statement (below or on 
a separate document) and give pertinent documentation giving all relevant details as an addendum to this 
application.___________________________________________________________________ •
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V. WORKERS' COMPENSATION LAW

You are required to maintain Workers' Compensation Insurance Coverage. A Certificate must be submitted to the NYC 
Taxi and Limousine Commission.

You are required to submit with your Livery base renewal application a Workers' Compensation Certificate of Insurance 
issued by the New York State Insurance Fund or a Certificate of Exemption Issued by State of New York Workers’ 
Compensation Board.

You must submit the original Certificate. The certificate or exemption must be current, and it must be on the form issued by 
the State Insurance Fund or Workers' Compensation Board. The Certificate MUST name the “NYC Taxi and limousine 
Commission'' as the certificate holder. Finally, the name and address on the certificate MUST match EXACTLY with the 
name and address on your license application.

Please amvldo the follawlna information with respect to your Workers’ Compensation Insurance:

month day year

VI. DISPATCH SERVICE PROVIDER

Will your base use a passenger-facing App to provide dispatehes? 

What type of App will the proposed base use? Proprietary

Yes No | Unknown

DSP Both None

For proprietary Apps - What is the name of the base's App? (List all Apps owned/openated by the base.)

For non- proprietary Apps fill in the Dispatch Service Provider Disclosure form at the end of this document.
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VII. AFFIRMATION TO OPERATE A UVERY BASE STATION

PLEASE NOTE - ONE (I) OFFICER/PARTNER/OWNER MUST FILL OUT THIS AFFIRMATION ON BEHALF OF THE OWNER(S)

This must be COMPLETED & SUBMITTED with your application.

1. I have submitted this affirmation at the request of the New York City Taxi & Limousine Commission (TLC).

2. I am currently an offlcer/partner/owner for________________
(Kama of Bsaa)

and submit this affirmation in that capacity, (This Base") an entity that functions as a Livery Base Station as defined in Section 
19-502(4) of the New York City Administrative Code.

3. There will be a minimum of ten (10) a Livery Base Station vehides that are affilated with this company and are either 
dispatched from or conveyed information by its fadlity.

4. I further certify that the vehicles affiliated with this base have persona! injury insurance coverage in amounts no less than 
required by the rules of the TLC.

5. I recognize that the maintenance of foe insurance coverage required by foe rules of foe TLC is a condition of this base's license 
and agree that the Base will maintain such coverage at a!i times.

6. I recognize that the TLC relies upon this affirmation in considering the company's applcation for a Livery Base Station and in 
such reliance is not applying licensing requirements appScade to other types of for-hlre vehide bases set forth in local law. I agree 
to promptly provide finandal statements and other documents requested by the TLC.

’I hereby affirm, under penalty of law, that I have examined and reviewed foe information in the submitted form(s) or 
application^), Induding any supplemental form(s) and/ or document(s) and foat these documents) and or statements) do not 
contain any untrue statements) nor are they missing any material Information and/ or tect(s). I also acknowledge aid 
understand that any false statements) submitted is punishable under foe law and may result in a denial of an application or the 
suspension or revocation of an existing license/permit.*

Name (print): 

Signature: 

Today s Date: 

Title:
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VtlL AFFIRMATION OF

(CB) AND IjOCAL POLICE PRECINCTS (PD)
), COMMUNITY BOARD

Please Note: Your application will not be accepted without this form, the Original letters of no objection from 
City Council Member (CM), Community Board (CB) and Local Police Precinct (PD) OR copies of the letters 
mouestlnaihe/Letter of No Obiectlonn along with the original signed certified maiirecelDts for the three (3) 
entities.

i,
(fvint name)

affirm:

That I am the (officer/owner of
(Base Name)

Officer/Owner of
(Base Number)

That I make this affirmation based upon personal knowledge of the facts therein stated.

That said I submitted letters to the local City Council Member, Community Board and Local Police Precinct for 
the address of my base station and included In the mailing copies of page 1 & 2 of the application form and a 
copy of my formal lease agreement or contract for the Off-Street Parking (OSP) to the addresses below:

At:

CM#____ :  ____________________________________________ __________
(Street Address) (Cfly) (Zip Code)

CB#____ :  ____________________________________________ • __________
(Street Address) (City) (Zip Code)

PD#____ :  ____________________________________________ __________
(Street Address) (Ctty) (Zip Code)

“I hereby affirm, under penalty of law, that I have examined and reviewed the information in the submitted form(s) or 
application^), including any supplemental form(s) and/ or document(s) and that these document(s) and or statement(s) 
do not contain any untrue statements) nor ate they missing any material information and/ or fact(s). I also acknowledge 
and understand that any false statement(s) submitted is punishable under the law and may result in a denial of an 
application or the suspension or revocation of an existing license/Fermit."

(Print Name) (Signature) (Date)
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IbxJ & Umouslne
Commission

NAME INQUIRY OR NAME RESERVATION REQUEST

Before an appfication can be submitted for consideration of an entity name (New Application or Name Change Application), the name must be 
reviewed emd approved by the Division of Applicant Licensing. Any names accepted by the TLC will be held on file for thirty (30) days from the dated 
stamped below.

Please emaO buslnesaunlt@tic.nvc.«y>v for approval for Name Inquiry prior to scheduDng an appointment Please visit our 
website for more Information at: www.nyc.qov/Hc.

Please list the proposed Trade Names bv order of preference:
Names Accepted Yes_____ No

Names Accepted Yes No

Names Acceoted Yes No

Please Hat the proposed Doing Business As (d/b/a) Names by order of preference:
Names Accepted Yes No

Names Accepted Yes No

Names Acceoted Yes No

EnttoOto*; uvery Base □ Broker or Agent Taxi Meter Lux. Umo □
Commuter Van 

EMAIL

Paratransit
Services

DSP

Black Car LPEP TPEP

Requested by:

If this request Is fora currently licensed entity please indicate license &

Email Address:

Reviewed by:

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

Date:

Name Inquiry/ Nam Reservation 5.11.17



Ihxl A Limousine 
Commission

LIST OF DISPATCH SERVICE PROVIDERS CONTRACTED TO BASE

Please visit www.nyc.cfQv/ttcselfscheduling to schedule an appointment to submit yourcompleted application, required 
documentation and fees via appointment Please visit our website for more information at: www.nvc.aov/tlc.
Under Chapter 77 of the TLC rules, an app that contracts with licensed bases can only dispatch vehicles affiliated with those bases and 
must obey all TLC rules governing them, including but not limited to dispatching only to licensed drivers and vehicles, charging rates in 
compliance with toe rates that each base it is dispatching through has on file with the TLC, and disclosing all pertinent base, vehide, and 
driver license nunbers to passengers in a conspicuous manner. Apps that do not have their own base Boense, but have contracts with 
ficensed bases, In effect dispatdi or refer jobs on behalf of those bases. Use of these apps must not result in violation of TLC rules by 
bases, vehides, or drivers._____ ______________________________________________________________________________

If a contract is already in use you must provide a list of all services contracted to the base. A copy of the operation agreement 
between the base and all services listed will need to be filed wito the business unit at TLC.

Please Mat the Names and License numbers of all Contracted DIsaatelLSerylcga;
11 • »i * ■! ij i_i ri i»11

mmmsm

llflllllll

!vw?>w

v,snv,«A

:x-:&*x%*x*x*x<%:x-x*x<*x>x*x,x*x:x<<*x*x*x-:

NOTE: This page may be photocopied if more space is needed for the information requested.

WiV.W

Reviewed by:
FOROFRCE USE ONLY

Date: ‘ ^ ^ ;
. ■ Ustof Dispa Ich Savioe ProvdersS.l 1.17
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Ibxi & Umouslne 
Commission APPLICATION TO OPERATE A NEW OR RENEWAL 

BLACK CAR OR LUXURY LIMOUSINE BASE STATION

Ptease visit www.nvc.oov/HrapifecheduHnQ to schedule an appointment to submit your completed application, required 
documentation and fees via appointment Please visit our website for more Information at: www.nvc.oovftlc.

Please check one (1): NEW RENEWAL License ft

Black Car Base

Or

Luxury Limousine Base

(HaaMenttr your currant Beonao V.lf M> appScattontar tcav basa ptaaaa laavablank}

I. BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON BA3E STATION
(Ml fields tn this soctfem must be fiSedKMt completely for your application to be processed)

Name:

D/B/A:

Mdross:

City:

Email:
(required)

Website Address 
(required):

Telephone #:

24-Hour 
Phone f:

FCC Ucfl: 
Or tftsmate 

fermof 
communication

^ato: Zip Code:

BNfcD or SSNfcQ

Proof of E1N / Social Securtty No-If a corporation or partnarshte. you 
must submit an IRS issued 145-C tetter. If a sola proprietor, you must 
submit proof of social security number.

Business Type 
(please check

PI Partnership □ Sole
Proprietorship

me) j I Corporation □ LLC

If a Corporation, please fist # of shares Authorized: Please fist # of shares Issued/ Outstanding:

D. LUXURY / BLACK CAR ADDRESS - This is the address from which you will dispatch vehicles.

Mailing Address 
Line 1:

City: State: Zip Code:

Mailing Address 
Line 2 

(If applicable):

City: State: Zip Code:
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Last Homo:

Address:

City:

How tang at Oils 
Address?

Dato of Birth:

Title:

Last Name:

Address:

Dato of Birth:

Tttta:

Last Name:

Address:

Dsto of Birth:

Tttta:

MmOi

Monti

First Ns mo

City:

How tong at this 
Address?

State: Zip Code:

0 of shares: DUVitoensed: DMV (Iconso State:

J*9L Ymt
BWSSN*:

Phono d:

First Hanre:

City:

How tang st this 
Address?

Sate: Zip Code:

0 of shares: DMV Qconse 0: DMV license State:

Day Year

BN/SSHd:

Phone 0:
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Proof of Membership in the New York Black Car Operators' Injury Compensation Fund, Inc. (aFunda) if the base owns LESS 
man fifty (5Q%1 percent of the vehicles it dispatches.

Or

Proof of Workers Compensation Insurance if the base owns fifty (50%) percent or more of the vehides it dispatches.

Please provide the following information with respect to vour Workers’ Compensation Insurance:

Name Of Insurer:

Policy Number:

Effective Dates:

Anti/st

IV. WORKERS’ COMPENSATION LAW

Please provide the foltowtoa Information with resoect to vourBond insurance:

to
Monh Dsy Year Month Day Vmt

Please completely mi It out and sign:

V. DISPATCH SERVICE PROVIDER

Will your base use a passenger-facing App to provide dispatches? 

What type of App will the proposed base use? Proprietary

Yes

DSP

No

Both

Unknown

None

For proprietary Apps - What is the name of the base's App? (List all Apps owned/operated by the base.)

For non- proprietary Apps fill in the Dispatch Service Provider Disclosure form at the end of this document
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VI. AFFIRMATION TO OPERATE BLACK CAR BASE STATION

PLEASE NOTE - ONE m OFFtCER/PARTNEWOWNER MUST FILL OUT THIS AFFIRMATION ON BEHALF OF THE OWNER(S)

This must be COMPLETED & SUBMITTED with your application.

1. I have submitted this affirmation at the request of the New York City Taxi & Limousine Commission (TLC).

2. I am currently an offioer/oartner/owner for

and submit this affirmation in that capacity. fThls Base”) an entity that functions as a black car base as defined in Section 
19-502(4) of the New York City Administrative Code.

a There wSI be a minimum of ten (10) vehicles that wiB hold franchises or cooperative contracts with this base and are either 
dispatched from or conveyed ^formation by Its facility.

4. I hereby affirm that more than 90% of this base's business is currently on a payment basis other than direct cash payment by the
passenger.

5. i further affirm that the vehicles affliated with this base have personal injury insurance coverage in amounts no less than 
required by the rules of fte TLC.

6. I recognize that the maintenance of the insurance coverage required by the rules of the TLC is a condition of this base's 
license and agree that the Base will maintain such coverage at all times.

7. I recognize that the TLC reties upon this affirmation in considering the company's application for a black car base and in such
refiance is not applying licensing requirements applicable to other types of for-hire vehicle bases set forth in local law. I agree to 
promptly provide flnandai statements and other documents requested by the TLC.

8. I further agree to notify the TLC promptly if less than 90% of the base's business within any monthly period is on a payment
basis other than direct cash payment by the passenger or if any vehicle affiliated with the base reduces its insurance coverage 
to an amount less than ftat required by the rules of the TLC.

‘I hereby affirm, under penalty of law, that I have examined and reviewed the information in the submitted form(s) or application^), 
including any supplemental form(s) and/ or documents) and that these documents) and or statements) do not contain any untrue 
statements) nor are they missing any material information and/ or fact(s). I also acknowledge and understand that any false statements) 
submitted is punishable under toe law and may result in a denial of an application or toe suspension or revocation of an existing license/ 
permit”

Name (print):

Signature:

Date:

Title:

4
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VO. AFnRMATION TO OPERATE LUXURY LIMOUSINE BASE STATION

PLEASE NOTE - ONE m OFFICER/PARTNER/OWNER MUST FILL OUT THIS AFFIRMATION ON BEHALF OF THE OWNER(S)

This must be COMPLETED & SUBMITTED with your application.

1. I have submitted this affirmation at the request of tee New York City Taxi & Limousine Commission (TLC).

2. I am currently an offlcer/partner/owner for
(Name of Base)

and submit this affirmation in that capacity, ('This Base") an entity teat functions as a luxury limousine base as defined in 
Section 19-502(4) of the New York City Administrative Code.

3. There will be a minimum of ten (10) Luxury Limousines that are affiliated with this company and are eiteer dispatched from or 
conveyed information by its facility.

4. 1 further certify teat the vehicles affSiated with this base have personal injury insurance coverage In amounts no less Qian
required by the rules of the TLC.

5. I recognize that tee maintenance of the insurance coverage required by the rules of the TLC Is a condition of this base's license 
and agree that the Base will maintain such coverage at aS times.

6. I recognize that tee TLC relies upon this affirmation in considering the compan/s application for a luxury fimousine base and 
in such reliance is not applying licensing requirements applicable to other types of fbr-hire vehicle bases set forth in local law. I 
agree to promptly provide finandai statements and other documents requested by the TLC.

‘I hereby affirm, under pendty of law, that I have examined and reviewed the information in tee submitted form(s) or application^). 
Including any supplemental form(s) and/ or documents) and that teese documents) and or statements) do not contain any untrue 
statements) nor are they missing any material Information aid/ or fact(s). I also acknowledge and understand teat any false 
statements) submitted is punishable under the law and may result in a denial of an application or the suspension or revocation of an 
existing license/permit *

Name (print):_____________

Signature:

Date:

Title:

5
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PLEASE NOTE-ALL OFFICERS MUST FILL OUT THIS FORM.

Any individual that holds 10% or more of the shares OR a title as President, Vice President Secretary, Treasurer or Member 
must completely fai-out this page. Please make additional copies of fills page if necessary.

Ail questionnaires must be COMPLETED & SUBMITTED with your ^plication.

VIII. BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE

Name (print):

Signature:

Today's Date:

Tlfle:

Base Name:

# of Shares:

Base ft

Have you ever;

A) been convicted of any crime anywhere?

B) had any type of license suspended or revoked?

C) had any TLC license with your name under any 
other Individual, partners, corporations, officers, 
principle and/or stockholders?

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

If you answered “YES" to any of the preceding three questions you must provide a signed statement (below or on a separate 
document) and give pertinent documentation giving all relevant details as an addendum to Ms application.

6
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IX. CRIMINAL COU&T AFFIRMATION

PLEASE NOTE - ALL OFFICERS MUST FILL OUT THIS FORM.

Any individual that holds 10% or more of the shares OR a title as President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer or Member must 
completely fill-out this page. Please make additional copies of this page if necessary.

Alt questionnaires must be COMPLETED & SUBMnTEDwith your appfication.

AFFIRMATION

I am currently an officer/partner/owner for

This affirmation is submitted in conjunction with the application of 

base within the City of New York under the name of_________

(Name of Base)

(Base License #)

(Name of Base)

Upon information and belief, no fines, levies or other funds are due and owing to the NYC Criminal Courts by 

either me or (drde one)
(Officers, SharehokJefs, Partners or Individual Owners)

for a TLC license to operate

In the event it is determined that funds are due and owing by either myself Individually or (drde one)

I promise I shall remit such funds to the Criminal Court within one
(Officers, Shareholders, Partners or Individual Owners)

(1) week after demand for same and promptly thereafter submit written evidence of such satisfaction to foe Commission. (understand and 

acknowledge that the license issued to me individually andfor that issued to the Base will be subject to suspension and/or revocation in the 

event any such funds are not paid as stated above.

‘I hereby affirm, under penalty of law, that I have examined and reviewed the information In foe submitted form(s) or application(s), 
including any supplemental torm(s) and/ or documents) and foat these documents) and or statements) do not contain any untrue 
statements) nor are they missing any material information and/ or fact(s). I also acknowledge and understand foat any false 
statements) submitted is punishable under foe law and may result in a denial of an application or the suspension or revocation of an 
existing license/permit."

Name (print):

Signature:

Date:

Title:

7
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Taxi ft Limousine
Commission

NAME INQUIRY OR NAME RESERVAT1QMREQUEST

Before an application can be submitted for consideration of an entity name (New Application or Name Change Application), the name must be 
reviewed and approved by the Division of Applicant Licensing. Any names accepted by the TLC wit be held on file for thirty (30) days from foe 
dated stamped below.

Please email bM8lnessunit@tlcjtvc.Qov for approval for Name Inquiry prior to scheduDng an appointment Please visit our 
website for more Information at: wwwjivc.gov/tlc.

Please list the proposed Trade Names by order of preference:
Names Accepted Yes_____ No

Names Accepted Yes No

Names Accented Yes No

Please list the orcoosed Dolna Business As idlbta) Names bv order of oreference:
Names Accepted Yes No

Names Accepted Yes No

Names Accented Yes No

Entity Type: Livery Base Broker or Agent

Commuter Van 

EMAIL

Paratranslt
Services

dsp n
Black Car

Taxi Meter Lux Lbno

LPEP C TPEP
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IM A Limousine
Commission

LIST OF DISPATCH SERVICE PROVIDERS CONTRACTED TO BASE

Please visit www.nvc.qov/flcseifschedullna to schedule an appointment to submit your completed application, required 
documentation and fees via appointment Please visit our website for more Information at: www.nvc.oov/tlc.

Under Chapter 77 of the TLC rules, an app that contracts with licensed bases can only dispatch vehicles affiliated with those 
bases and must obey all TLC rules governing them, including but not limited to dispatching only to licensed drivers and 
vehicles, charging rates in compliance with the rates iha\ each base it is dispatching through has on file with the TLC, and 
disclosing all pertinent base, vehicle, and driver license numbers to passengers In a conspicuous manner. Apps that do not 
have their own base license, but have contracts with licensed bases, in effect dispatch or refer jobs on behalf of those 
bases. Use of these apps must not result in violation of TLC rules by bases, vehicles, or drivers.

If a contract is already in use you must provide a list of all services contracted to the base. A copy of the operation agreement 
between the base and all services listed will need to be filed with the business unit at TLC.

Please list the Names and License numbers of all Contracted Dispatch Services:

NOTE: This page may be photocopied if more space is needed for the information requested.
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Tbxi & Limousine
Commission

SAMPLE NOTICE OF TERMINATION OF AFFILIATION

Please visit our website for more information ab www.nvc^iov/tk:. or our office at 31>00 47th 
Avenue,3rd Floor, Long Island City, NY 11101 or contact our Call Center at 718*391-5501.

[DATE OF LETTER]

[VEHICLE OWNER/PERMIT HOLDER/BASE OWNER NAME] 
[ADDRESS LINE 1]
[CITY, STATE ZIP]

IN REFERENCE TO VEHICLE:
LICENSE NO. [TLC LICENSE NUMBER]
VIN: [VIN]
LICENSE PLATE: [LICENSE PLATE]
PERMIT NUMBER: [PERMIT NUMBER]

DEAR [VEHICLE OWNER NAME/PERMIT HOLDER]:

You must type in this 
information from your 
files.

The Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC) requires base owners to contact vehicle 
owners and permit holders (If the vehicle is an SHL Livery vehicle) when they intend to 
terminate their affiliation. TLC also requires base owners to supply proof that 
the vehicle owner/ permit holder was contacted.

We are writing you to let you know that as of the date this letter Is mailed 
(which will be indicated on the return receipt went with this letter) your affiliation 
with our base has been terminated.

We will be sending to the TLC a copy of this letter and a copy of the return 
receipt and they will terminate your affiliation to our base in their records.

Therefore, you will be without an affiliation to a TLC licensed base.

Sincerely,

Siflnatvre
[TYPE NAME OF BASE OFFICER/MANAGER] 
[TYPE TITLE OF BASE OFFICER/MANAGER] 
[TYPE BASE NAME/LICENSE NUMBER]

This is just 
suggested 
text; you can 
write
whatever you 
like.

Updated11.16.15
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DOJ Investigating liber Over GreybaOing Issue, Reports Say

Uber Technologies Inc is being investigated by the Oepartmentof Justice for usinga software tool, which let its 

drivers evade local transportation officials, Reuters reported Thursday.

The ride-hailing company has already acknowledged the existence of the software tool, known as ‘GreybaU’ and its 

use to ply in the areas where its services hadn’t been approved such as Portland, Oregon, the report added.

Read: What Is GreybaU? Uber Used Data Collectbn Tools To Amid Authorities And Operate Illegally: Report

The issue came to light in a New York Times report published in March, which revealed details about the software. The 

tool would not only let Uber operate in areas it wasn't allowed in, but would also populate the app with spoof cars to 

fool the authorities, while actual drivers on the road would continue to operate and avoid being reprimanded.

The company was deeply involved with the use of the tool, according to the report—the tool is said to have been



last week. Portland was also moving ahead with subpoenaing liber on 

Grey haD, an official there said on Friday, affirming that the federal action
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was a criminal investigation.

Now the inquiry has widened to include Philadelphia. The Philadelphia 

Parking Authority, a state-gwemed transportation agency,.said on Friday 

that it was contacted by the Justice Department and asked to hand over 

information regarding Uber and its use of special software to enter and 

iterate in certain markets,

'•The P.P.A. is cooperating with federal law enforcement officials and 

providing all of the information that we have" about Grey ball, Martin 

O’Rourke, a department spokesman, said in a statement. WHYY, a 

Philadelphia public radio station, earlier reported that the transit agency had 

been contacted by the Justice Department.

Uber declined to comment on the transit agency's actions or the federal 

inquiry.

The growing investigation added to the woes of Uber, which is the world’s 

dominant ride-summoning service. This year, the company has also 

grappled with allegations ofa harassment-ridden workplace culture and 

questions over the leadership of its cliief executive. Travis Kalanick. In 

addition, Uber is embroiled ina bitter lawsuit with Wavma the self-driving 

car unit spun out of Google’s parent company, over accusations of stolen 

trade secrets concerning autonomous vehicles.

Grey ball, which Uber began using as early as 2014, was sometimes deployed 

when the company started service in a city without permission. Uber has 

argued the tool had legitimate uses, such as disguising the locations of 

drivers from competitors or would-be attackers.

Uber now operates in both Portland and Philadelphia legally.

Dan Sahzman, commissioner of the Portland Bureau of Transportation, said 

on Friday that the city would continue looking into Greyholl

“We support the criminal investigation by the United States Department of 

Justice into Uber’s use of the Greyball tool to evade regulators, and will 

continue to move forward with our own efforts to subpoena the requested 

records from Uber,” Mr. Sahzman said in a statement.The agency is seeking 

Uber’s records related to Greyball, according to the statement.

I n response, Bryce Bennett, Uber's general manager for Oregon, said in a 

statement that Portland’s transportation audit had “found no evidence that 

Uber has used Greyball or any technology to avoid city inspectors since the 

Council passed laws allowing ride sharing services to operate in Portland in 

2015.’’ Mr. Bennett added that Uber has been in weekly compliance calls and 

meetings with Portland transportation officials for more than two years.

Uber said it has since discontinued the use of Grey hall. In March, not long 

after The Times reported on Greyball, Joe Sullivan, Uber’s chief security 

officer, said the company was conducting a review of how the technology had 

been used.

“We are ex pressly prohibiting its use to target action by local regulators 

going forward,” Mr. Sullivan said at the time.
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Justice Department Expands Its Inquiry Into 
Uber’s Greyball Tool
% MIKE ISAAC MAYS, 2017

An inquiry by the United States Department of Justice into Uber's use ofa program to deceh’e some regulators has expanded to FMadelphia. 
"Tf- ran? Sin /itmi ters

SAN FRANCISCO — An inquiry by the United States Department of Justice 

into Uber's use of a program to deceive some regulators has expanded.

The ride-hailing company has been under scratiny from the Jitstice 

Department over a tool called Greyball, which The New York Times 

reported on in March. The Greyball tool allowed Uber to deploy what was 

essentially a take version of its app to evade law enforcement agencies that 

were try ing to clamp down on its service in cites including Portland, Ore., 

Boston and Las Vegas.
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Greyball isn’t the only tool of its kind used by Uber—the company has used technologies such as a geofencing
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technique, which would create a virtual perimeter around the offices of law enforcement agencies, so as to keep 

drivers away from those areas. Furthermore, the app collected data of users who frequently opened and closed the 

app, which it believed to be government officials.The company even visited electronics stores to get its hands on 

phones used by law enforcement officials, so as to stay ahead of any potential investigators.

Shortly after its use of the tool to evade authorities became public, the company prohibited the useof Greyball.

U ber has declined to comment on the issue, but its lawyers have reportedly told Portland authorities that the Greyball 

technology was “used sparingly” in the areas where liber’s services weren’t approved.

Greyball was a part of a larger program called “violation of terms of service” (VTOS), which included the analysis of 

users’credit cards, devices, location data and other such data. The company had stated in a blog post that the 

technology was being used for detecting frauds and protecting drivers from harm, but its fate and the final analysis of 

how and why the tool was used would only be revealed post a formal investigation since the usage of the data 

derived using the program, including customer’s credit card data is not yet known. According to the report, the data 

might have been used to check which credit union the potential riders were affiliated with, and matching it to their 

social media profiles to find out whether they were law enforcement officials or not.

Read: Uber Greyball News Company To Review Program Stop Targeting Reaufotors

The criminal investigation could potentially make things worse for the ride-hailing company, which has been suffering 

from a barrage of issues lately including complaints about a sexist work culture and underpaying drivers.
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Illegal fake taxi operation
1 message
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To: ca!!acarwb@gmaii.com
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Researchere suggest anonymilyfcypassei^ers haling a ride as a possible solution.
By Dh.NuwMiimj

Monday, October 31,2016 05:00:04 

Updated on Monday, OctoberSl, 2016 12:51:56

Drivers for Uber Technologies Inc. in Boston canceled rides for men with black-sounding names more than twice as often as for 

other men. Black people in Seattle using Uber and tyft Inc. faced notably longer wait times to get paired with drivers than 

white customers. The findings come from a study published on Monday by researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology, Stanford University and the University of Washington.

"In many ways, the sharing economy Is making it up as they go along," said Christopher Knittel, a professor at the MIT Sloan 

School of Management and an author of the study. "A lot of this is a learning process, and you cant expect these companies to 

have everyth! ng perfect right out of the gate."

A new generation of technology companies have begun to grapple with how they can minimize racial discrimination. Airbnb 

Inc. recently released an extensive report studying racial bias on the site and proposed some charges to its policies. The home- 

rentai company committed to offering more training for its hosts and hiring a more diverse workforce. It sent e-mails to 

customers over the weekend saying they must agree not to discriminate in order to use the site starting next month. However, 

Airbnb has resisted advocated calls to remove photos of guests and hosts from its platform.



In the case of ride-hailing apps, researchers similarly believe that names and photos are an issue. Such information gives
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drivers the means to discriminate against prospective riders. Uber doesn't show customer photos to drivers. Lyft does, but 

passengers aren't required to provide a headshot Both San Francisco-based companies give riders' names to their drivers.

"We are octremely proud of the positive impact Lyft has on communities of coiot11 said Adrian Durbin, a spokesman for Lyft 

"Because of Lyft, people in underserved areas—which taxis have historically neglected—are now able to access convenient, 

affordable rides. And we provide this service while maintaining an indusive and welcoming community, and do not tolerate any 

form of discrimination."

The study, conducted in Seattle and Boston, included almost 1,500 rides Fbur black and four white research assistants—split 

evenly among men and women—ordered cars over six weeks in Seattle All used their photos on the ride-sharing apps. A 

second test was h4d in Boston with riders "whose appearance allowed them to plausibly travel as a passenger of either race,” 

although they used either "African American sounding" or "white sounding" names, the researchers said. The study found that 

Uber drivers disproportionately canceled on riders with black-sounding names, even though the company penalizes drives who 

cancel frequently.

"Rldesharing apps are changing a transportation status quo that has been unequal for geneation^ making it easier and more 

affordable for people to get around/' Rachel Holt, Uber'shead of North American operations, said in ane-maiied statement 

"Discrimination has no place in sodety and no place on Uber. We believe Uber is helping reduce transportation inequities across 

the board, but studies like this one are helpful in thinking about how we can do even more."

The research also observed discrimination in the taxi industry—a well-known, decades-old issue. The paper doesn't compare 

the rate of discrimination between traditional drivers for taxis or ride-hailing apps. Uber has suggested that it doesn't offer tips 

in its app, as many drivers have asked for, because they can introduce racial biases.

Lyft and Uber face different issues. While researchers found that drivers took noticeably longer to accept ride requests 

from black men on both services in Seattle, total wait times wee the same for both races on Lyft On Uber, total wait times 

were longe for black men. Drivers using Lyft didn’t cancel on black riders disproportionately, but the researchers said that 

because Lyft shows ridersf names and faces upfront its drivers could simply screen out black passengers. Uber doesn't show 

names until after the driver accepts the fare "In Lyft, you can discriminate without ever having to accept and hit cancel," Knittei 

said.

The researchers proposed changes that Uber and Lyft could make to reduce disaimination, Including not identifying 

passengers? names, more severe repercussions for drivers who cancel after accepting a ride and periodic reviews of drivers' 

behavior to look for racism. However Knittei acknowledged in an interview that there are advantages to providing personal 

information, such as creating a friendlier and more efficient ocperlence. "There's a trade-off here,” he said. 'There is a potential



While conducting the study, researchers also observed that women were sometimes taken on significantly longer rides than 

men. "Other female riders reported 'chatty' drivers who drove extremely long routes, on some occasions, even driving through 

the same intersection multiple times. As a result, the additional travel that female riders are exposed to appears to be a 

combination of profiteering and flirting to a captive audience," the researchers wrote. The paper floats a possible solution to 

that problem: upfront fares—something Uber has already begun to roll out

The authors of the study, along with Knlttel, were Don MacKenzie, an assistant professoratUniversity of Washington; Yanbo 

Ge, a doctoral student at the same Seattle-based university; and Stephen Zoepf, executive director of the Center for Automotive 

Research at Stanford.
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Uber: A Platform for Discrimination?
Benjamin Sachs - tQ.22.-i5 13 9

As Uber tells it, Uber is not an employer but a technological platform connecting drivers and passengers. This 

categorization - highly contested - has a number of well-known advantages for Uber: it allows the firm to 

avoid responsibility for minimum wage and overtime pay for workers comp and unemployment insurance, 

and for providing healthy and safe working conditions. The categorization also allows Uber to avoid 

responsibility for discriminatory termination decisions.

Under Title VU of the Civil Rights Act of 1984, employers may not make hiring and firing decisions on die basis of 
race, sex, religion or national origin. A key component of this anti-disc riminati on protection is that employers may 
not' rely on customer preferences for employees of a certain race, sex, religion or national origin when making 

employment decisions So, for example, even if many or most customers of a particular restaurant would prefer 
white male waiters, the restaurant owner engages in illegal discrimination by hiring only white male waiters. And, of 
course, it is no answer to such a discrimination claim for the employer to assert, “it's what the customers want" 
Indeed, to allow employers to discriminate because their customers prefer employees of a particular race or sex or 

religion or national origin would do enormous damage to Title VU.

The Uber platform, however, enables just this kind of customer preference discrimination. As we’ve c overed. Uber 
relies on a “star rating" system to determine when to terminate a driver’s access to die platform. At die end of each 
ride, customers are asked to rate their drivers between one and five stara Uber compUes die driver’s overall star 
rating score, and if that score drops below a certain average (now^bout the driver is terminated. Thus, 
termination decisions at Uber are driven by customer preference.

We do not know, because we do not have access to the data, whether Uber riders discriminate on the basis of race, 
sex, religion or national origin when they rate their drivers, but as Nancy Leong has pointed but, we have some good 
reasons to expect that they do. Indeed, there’s strong empirical evidence suggesting that consumers of services - 
including, specifically, taxi cab passengers - engage in race discrimination when they interact with service providers. 
Ian Ayres, et al studied the taxi cab industry in New Haven and found that the mean tip given to white taxi cab 

drivers was 20.3% while the mean tip given to black taxi cab drivers was 12.6%. In an even more recent study of the 
restaurant industry, Brewster and Lynn find that customers who are served by a black waiter or waitress leave 
smaller tips (as a percentage of the bill) than those who are served by a white waiter or waitress. If these dynamics 
are at play when Uber riders rate Uber drivers - and there is no reason to expect them not to be - then it’s likely that 
the star rating system is leading to discriminatory termination practices by Uber. Put differently, the Uber platform 
provides a mechanism for translating customer bias (implicit or otherwise) into discriminatory termination decisions.

The battle over whether Uber meets the legal definition of “employer" is being fought out in courts and administrative 
agencies across the country. If Uber is ultimately found to be an employer, then Title VI] will apply and the firm will 
no longer be shielded from responsibility for discrimination even if that discrimination is a product of customer 
“preference.” But Uber should not wait for this legal battle to play out and should instead take responsibility for
^a ~ n^.... t ............ ....^



any discrimination it finds. I don’t claim that addressing bias will be easy; just that Uber should take responsibUity for 
bias that its platform translates into'1 discriminatory terminations.
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Robert Altoona <poconomls@gmail.com>

Uber Partner: How are thousands of drivers paying $0 in taxes?
1 message

Stride Drive <drive@stridehealth.com> Fri, Sep 23, 2016 at 12:00 AM
Reply-To: Stride Drive <drive@stridehealth.com>
To: poconomls@gmail.com

They maximize their tax deductions!

i

i •

i

Worried about taxes? Stride Drive is helping thousands of 
drivers owe $0 in taxes.

Get Stride Drive for iPhone

Here are the top 3 deductions you should track:



!>

\

#1 Mileage
The IRS lets you count 54 cents per mile in 2016. Make sure to 
track every mile you drive - the deduction can add up to 
thousands of dollars per month!

Pro Tip: Don’t forget to track miles you drive commuting to and from 
the area where you pick up passengers.

\
\

\

•X

#2 Monthly Cell Phone Bill
The percentage of your monthly phone bill that you use for 
rideshare work is deductible.

Pro Tip: Rideshare apps drain a ton of data, make sure your 
deducting the data costs attributable to those apps.

jrCZbL

/

#3 Car Washes
Basic washes are covered by the standard mileage rate, but 
those deep cleans (especially after a passenger leaves a 
special gift) are 100% deductible.



Pro Tip: Keeping your car clean is important for high ratings, so 
regular cleans are key for full-time drivers.

Stop worrying about taxes.

Get Stride Drive for iPhone

Learn about 16 more deductions in on our Ultimate Rideshare
Tax Deduction Guide!

Questions? Just reply to this email!

Stride is not a personal tax advisor. We rely on you to track only business expenses for accurate tax 
reporting. The infomnation above is meant only for guidance purposes and not as professional legal or tax 

advice. Further, it does not give personalized legal, tax, investment, or any business advice in general.

Copyright © 2016 Stride Health, All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:
Stride Health 

568 Brannan St 
San Francisco, CA 94107

Add us to your address book

unsubscribe from this list



f^i Gmail Robert Altoona <poconomls@gmail.com>

Uber Partner: How this driver pays $0 taxes
1 message

Stride Drive <taxhelp@stridehealth.com> Thu, Aug 10, 2017 at 8:08 PM
Reply-To: Stride Drive <taxhelp@stridehealth.com>
To: poconomls@gmail.com

Stride,

How to maximize your tax write offs!

Mileage

Worried about taxes? Stride Drive helps thousands of drivers owe nothing in 

taxes. Tony is one driver who uses Stride Drive to pay no taxes on his 

rideshare income. Here are his 3 top tax tips.

GET STRIDE DRIVE

Tony's top 3 tax tips:



Tip #1: Deduct more mileage than what Uber records.

Uber only records the miles you drive with a passenger in the car. That's the 

number you see on your "Uber Tax Summary." I talk to some drivers who only 

deduct this mileage - it's sad because they're definitely overpaying on taxes 

if they only deduct on-trip miles. I used Stride Drive in 2016 to track all of my 

miles: my drive to-and-from San Francisco (I live in Vallejo) plus all the miles I 

drive between pickups. I wrote off around 80,000 miles. That's $43,000 of 

earnings I didn't have to pay taxes on.

Tip #2: Don't forget to deduct expenses - they add up!

I make sure to record my expenses at the end of every week. I set a reminder 

on my phone and block off 15 minutes every Sunday and I was able to write off 

$4,500 in miscellaneous deductions. Big ticket expenses that helped me save 

most:

• Health insurance: $2,500 written off

• Cell phone: $1,200 written off

• Car washes & detail: $300 written off

• Spotify & passenger goodies: $200 written off

Tip #3: Don't pay taxes on Uber's cut.

The first year I drove, I had no idea what I was doing. I even paid taxes on 

Uber's commission because I didn't understand my 1099-K form. Don't make 

the same mistake I did. You MUST deduct Uber's fees. These are fees you 

deduct from your 1099-K:



mb USD 1027.44

SpUt Fare USD 13.25

Safe Rides Fee USD 951.65

Miscellaneous (fare) USD 226.00

Airport Fee USD 12734)5

Booking fee USD 7357.85

Uber Service Fee USD 1608431

The above is an example.

Finally, I can't stress enough how much the Stride Drive app has saved me. I 

kept over $5,000 I would have had to pay in taxes, but it also gave me peace of 

mind. I enjoy rideshare driving more now because I know exactly what I can 

deduct and how to manage my taxes with confidence.

Stop worrying about taxes.

GET STRIDE DRIVE

Contact Us!

Have some more tax questions? Just reply to this email to connect with our tax

experts!

Stride is not a personal tax advisor. We rely on you to track only business expenses for accurate tax 
reporting. The information above is meant only for guidance purposes and not as professional legal or tax 

advice. Further, it does not give personalized legal, tax, investment, or any business advice in general.

Copyright © 2017 Stride Health. All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:
Stride Health 

568 Brannan St 
San Francisco, CA 94107

Add us to your address book

unsubscribe from this list
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Robert Altoona <poconomls@gmail.com>

Uber Partner: How this driver pays $0 taxes
1 message

Stride <taxhelp@stridehealth.com> Tue, Apr 4, 2017 at 8:07 PM
Reply-To: Stride <taxhelp@stridehealth.com>
To: poconomls@gmail.com

Stride,

How to maximize your tax write offs!

Worried about taxes? Stride Drive helps thousands of drivers owe nothing in 

taxes. Tony is one driver who uses Stride Drive to pay no taxes on his 

rideshare income. Here are his 3 top tax tips..

GET STRIDE DRIVE

Tony's top 3 tax tips:

Tip #1: Deduct more mileage than what Uber records.

Uber only records the miles you drive with a passenger in the car. That's the 

number you see on your "Uber Tax Summary." I talk to some drivers who only 

deduct this mileage -- it's sad because they're definitely overpaying on taxes 

if they only deduct on-trip miles. I used Stride Drive in 2016 to track all of my



miles: my drive to-and-from San Francisco (I live in Vallejo) plus all the miles I 

drive between pickups. I wrote off around 80,000 miles. That's $43,000 of 

earnings I didn't have to pay taxes on.

Tip #2: Don't forget to deduct expenses -- they add up!

I make sure to record my expenses at the end of every week. I set a reminder 

on my phone and block off 15 minutes every Sunday and I was able to write off 

$4,500 in miscellaneous deductions. Big ticket expenses that helped me save 

most:

• Health insurance: $2,500 written off

• Cell phone: $1,200 written off

• Car washes & detail: $300 written off

• Spotify & passenger goodies: $200 written off

Tip #3: Don't pay taxes on liber's cut.

The first year I drove, I had no idea what I was doing. I even paid taxes on 

Uber's commission because I didn't understand my 1099-K form. Don't make 

the same mistake I did. You MUST deduct Uber's fees. These are fees you 

deduct from your 1099-K:

Ittfe USD 102744

Split Fare USD 1335

Safe Rides Fee USD 951.65

Miscellaneous (fore) USD 226.00

Airport Fee USD 1273D5

Booking fee USD 7357.85

Uber Service Fee USD 1608431

The above is an example.

Finally, I can't stress enough how much the Stride Drive app has saved me. I 

kept over $5,000 I would have had to pay in taxes, but it also gave me peace of 

mind. I enjoy rideshare driving more now because I know exactly what I can 

deduct and how to manage my taxes with confidence.

g .... ..

Stop worrying about taxes.
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August 31,2017

fimomry CJhlavetta, Secretary 
Poomytifflma Public Utility Commission 
Commonwealth Keystone Building 
400 Worth Street, 2Sa Floor 

F © BOH: 3265 
Mawnburg, PA 17105-3265

R“ Application of Uber Taxlj Ifte. T/A Poor Bi^by's taxi

Enctesed on Behalf,of Uber Taxi, Inc T/A Poor Bobby's Taxi is a Notice of Add

ite above-roferenced matter. A copy/ of the Noflce is Being served in accordant; 
certificate of service attached to H.

Ptenee contact me If you have any questions or need any additional inlormation

Docket No..A*2017~2612169

Dear Secretary Chtavetta:

Very truly yours,

Cortllicale of Service
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, Before the
PBNN^LV^NlA>PU8Lie U^LItY e^MMI§SI0N

In re: ^teatioo; Deckel No. A- 2017-2612169

UOer Te^vNmROor Bobt^sleid ^

of $Bavi0E

I herebyoertifythatl heve this 31st Pay of August 2017 served a true and correct

oopy of the foregoing Notice of Appearance upon the persons listed below by etecfrfrnio

waiHwMl> first class mail, postage prepaid:

Paul S.Guamlen. Esq. 
2622*nmberg(ten Drive 
Wexford, PA 115090 

psguamIeif@comcaistnet

i- •- 

;•,

•»-

AndrW X t&laGpk 111 

PA Attomey ID# ^ O | /
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